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1. Introduction 
In a molecular crystal the interaction between the molecules is much 
weaker than the interactions that exist between the atoms of which the 
molecules are built. This implies that the molecules in a molecular crys-
tal resemble the free molecules and that most of their properties, such as 
shape and electronic structure, remain almost unchanged. In a molecular-
ionic crystal the molecules are charged (ions) and there is an electrostatic 
intermolecular interaction that is of the same strength as the intramolec-
ular interactions. But even in molecular-ionic crystals the molecular 
structure is conserved because the partially covalent intramolecular in-
teractions are steeply dependent on the bond lengths and bond angles in 
the molecules, while the electrostatic interactions that act between the 
whole molecules depend only weakly on the shape and orientations of the 
molecules. 
The molecules in a solid are not fixed but are moving. What dis-
tinguishes a solid from a fluid is that the molecules have an equilibrium 
position and that their motions are confined to a small space around this 
equilibrium position. The calculations of these vibrations of the molecules 
in the crystal are the subject of this thesis. The molecular vibrations in 
solids are very important in the physics of these solids because many 
properties are determined by them. Thermal conductivity and sound ve-
locity, for example. Also in the determination of the phase diagram the 
molecular vibrations play an important role. 
This thesis is further concerned with the lattice dynamics of ad-
sorbed molecular layers. Such adsorbed layers can be considered as two-
dimensional molecular crystals. The difference with a molecular crystal 
is, however, that the molecular layer interacts with the substrate. This 
extra interaction and the lower dimensionality of the layer malee that the 
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physics of adsorbed molecular layers has some interesting differences with 
the physics of molecular crystals (see chaps. 6 and 7). 
The character of the molecular vibrations is determined by the molec-
ular masses and by the forces that act between the molecules. The masses 
of the molecules are exactly known but the intermolecular forces are not. 
They have to be calculated by quantum chemical methods or obtained 
empirically by fitting a model potential to experimental results. It is ob-
vious that the quality of the lattice dynamics calculations is to a large 
extent dependent on the quality of the intermolecular potential used. For 
some small molecules the best intermolecular potentials available at this 
moment are the ab initio potentials. These potentials arc obtained by 
quantum chemical calculations of the interaction between two molecules. 
The accuracy of these calculations is only limited by the limitations of the 
computers used for these calculations. The size of the computations in-
creases very fast with increasing number of electrons in the molecule and 
with the desired accuracy of the potential. The forces that act between 
neutral closed shell molecules (the Van der Waals forces) are very weak 
in comparison to the forces between the electrons and protons within 
a molecule so that it is very difficult to obtain accurate values for the 
Van der Waals forces. In this thesis aft initio potentials Eire used for the 
interaction between H2, D2 (see chaps. 5, 6, 7) and CO (see chap. 2). 
For more complex molecules it is not yet possible to calculate a high 
quality aft initio potential and, therefore, empirical or semi-empirical po-
tentials have to be used. In most cases these potentials are modeled 
in the form of an atom-atom potential. In this model the interaction 
between the molecules is assumed to be the sum of the interactions be-
tween the atoms of which the molecules consist. The interactions between 
atoms can be divided into three parts: the short range repulsion, the dis-
persion interaction and the electrostatic interaction. The parameters in 
such empirical potentials are fitted in order to reproduce certain experi-
mental properties. For many systems the values of these parameters are 
tabulated in the literature. In this thesis a semi-empirical atom-atom 
potential is used in the calculations on NaN02 (see chaps. 3 and 4). For 
the calculations on CO an atom-atom representation of an aft initio po-
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tential is used (see chap. 2). In this way the influence of the assumptions 
implicit in the atom-atom model is tested. 
Each molecule has 3N degrees of freedom, where N is the number of 
atoms in the molecule. Three of these degrees of freedom are the trans­
lations of the center of mass of the molecule. If the molecule is linear it 
has two rotational degrees of freedom, otherwise three. The remaining 
degrees of freedom are the internal vibrations of the molecule. Due to 
the intermolecular forces the motions of the molecules axe coupled in the 
crystal and become lattice vibrations. For lattice dynamics calculations 
it is necessary to know how the potential in the crystal changes when 
the molecules move along their degrees of freedom. This knowledge can 
be expressed in the form of a Taylor expansion of the potential in the 
molecular coordinates. If the molecules are heavy or if the intcrmolecu-
lar potential is very strong the displacements of the molecules from their 
equilibrium position will only be small and the Taylor expansion of the 
potential will converge fast. In most cases the expansion can be truncated 
after the second order term without losing any significant accuracy. This 
approximation is called the harmonic approximation, because the crystal 
Hamiltonian that is obtained can be transformed to the form of a set 
of harmonic oscillators of which the eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes are 
easily calculated. A harmonic lattice dynamics program for molecular 
crystals has been developed in our group and this program is used in the 
calculations on solid CO (see chap. 2) and ХаІ Ог (see chaps. 3 and 4). 
Because in both these solids we have important electrostatic interactions 
which do not converge when directly summed over the lattice, the pro­
gram had to be extended. In the present work the non-convergent part 
of the electrostatic interactions is calculated by means of the Ewald sum­
mation which ensures convergence. This method is used in calculating 
both the lattice energy and the force constants. In NaN02 the sodium 
and the nitrite group have important ionic character and the electro­
static interactions become so large that the deformation of the electron 
clouds is no longer negligible. The harmonic lattice dynamics program 
is extended with the shell model in order to include this deformation 
(polarization). In the shell model each atom is considered as a core that 
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contains all the mass and a massless shell with a charge. The polarization 
is parameterized by a force constant between the core and the shell. 
If the molecules are light or the intermolecular forces are weak the 
displacement of the molecules from their equilibrium positions will be 
larger and the Taylor expansion will converge more slowly. It can not 
be truncated after the second order terms and has to be continued up 
to higher order. This is the case for the translational degrees of free­
dom in hydrogen and deuterium crystals and in adsorbed layers of these 
molecules. It is also possible that there is no equilibrium position, so 
that a Taylor expansion around this equilibrium position is impossible. 
In crystals and adsorbed layers of р-Нг and 0-D2 the molecules behave 
as nearly free rotors without any equilibrium orientation (see chaps. 5, 
6 and 7). From this it is obvious that the harmonic approximation is 
invalid for molecular crystals like solid hydrogen and deuterium and for 
adsorbed layers of these species. In order to perform lattice dynamics 
calculations for this kind of solids a quantum mechanical lattice dynam­
ics method has been developed. With this method we can calculate the 
translational and rotational modes of crystals of linear molecules with an 
inversion center. The intermolecular potential is expanded in the degrees 
of freedom of the molecules. For the translations a Taylor expansion is 
made up to sixth order inclusive and for the rotations the potential is 
expanded in free rotor functions. For each type of motion a set of basis 
functions is selected. Generally, in this method both the potential expan­
sions and the basis sets can be continued up to arbitrary order to get the 
desired convergence. 
Many different crystal properties can be obtained from the lattice dy­
namics calculations. First, by minimizing the static lattice energy with 
respect to the crystal structure, we find the equilibrium structure of the 
lattice and the static lattice energy. By diagonalizing the Hamiltonian 
for the molecular motions in the crystal we obtain the excitation energies 
and polarization vectors of the fundamental lattice vibrations. In general 
these lattice vibrations are called phonons, but for special types of mo­
tion other names are in use. If the phonon corresponds to a pure internal 
vibration of the molecules it is called a vibron or vibrational exciton and 
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if it corresponds to a rotation of the molecules it is called a libron or a 
roton, depending on the molecules having an equilibrium orientation or 
not. These lattice vibrations can be labeled by wave vectors fc that deter­
mine the characters of the irreducible representations of the translation 
group of the crystal. Prom group theory it follows that lattice vibrations 
with different fc-vectors do not mix and the excitation energies can be 
calculated as a function of fc. This yields the so-called dispersion curves. 
From the lattice vibrations and their excitation energies other properties 
of the crystal can be calculated like the density of states and the infrared 
absorption coefficients. 
The results of the lattice dynamics calculations can be compared with 
experimental results. The calculated lattice structure can be verified by 
X-ray measurements or neutron diffraction. With infrared and Raman 
spectroscopy the excitation energies at fc = 0 can be determined and 
with inelastic neutron scattering also excitation energies with fc-vectors 
different from zero. Scattering intensities and absorption coefficients give 
additional information about the lattice vibrations. 
The first three chapters of this thesis contain the results of lattice 
dynamics calculations on molecular crystals in the harmonic approxima­
tion. In chapter 2 the dynamics of the α-phase of solid CO calculated 
from an ab initio potential is presented. Chapter 3 and 4 concern the lat­
tice dynamics of NaN02. In chapter 3 the dynamics of the fundamental 
phonons and vibrons is treated and in chapter 4 we discuss the dynam­
ics of a doubly excited vibron state in NaNC^· These calculations were 
performed in order to explain experimental photoluminescence spectra. 
In the last three chapters of this thesis the quantum mechanical lattice 
dynamics method was used in the calculation of the phonons, rotons and 
librons in solid hydrogen and deuterium (chap. 5) and in the calculation 
of the lattice dynamics of adsorbed layers of hydrogen and deuterium on 
graphite (chaps. 6 and 7). 
2. Lattice dynamics of α-СО from an ab initio 
potential 
W.B.J.M. Janssen, J. Michiels and Α. van der Avoird 
Institute of Theoretical Chemistry, University of Nijmegen, 
Toernooiveld Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
(Published in J. Chcm. Phys 94, 8402 (1991)) 
Abstract 
Harmonic lattice dynamics calculations have been performed for the anti-
ferroelectric P 2 i 3 ordered phase of α-carbon monoxide and for two related 
structures with a different head-tail ordering of the CO molecules. The 
potential used is an ab initio CO-CO potential with its anisotropy expanded 
in spherical harmonics, as well as a site-site model fitted to this ob initio 
potential. Good agreement with experiment is obtained for the structure, 
the cohesion energy and the phonon frequencies without any adjustment of 
the potential. Head-tail reordering of the molecules is energetically almost 
neutral if it is accompanied by a translational displacement along the bond 
axes, which is symmetric with respect to the inversion centers of the average 
P a 3 structure. This displacement is induced in particular by the strong head-
tail anisotropy in the short range repulsion. Translation-rotation coupling 
is found to be important; it affects especially the frequency of the lowest 
optical mode. 
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2.1. Introduction 
Solid CO is a simple molecular crystal, but it still raises essential ques­
tions. Under its own equilibrium pressure it exists in two stable phases 
[1]. The high temperature /3-phase (61.5 К < Г < 68.1 К) has a hexago­
nal lattice in which the molecules are orientationally disordered [2], just 
as in /3-nitrogen. It is typical, however, that the order-disorder transition 
temperature in CO is much closer to the melting temperature than it is 
in N2. At temperatures below 61.5 К carbon monoxide crystallizes in the 
orientationally ordered α-phase. This phase has a cubic crystal struc­
ture with four molecules in the unit cell [3,4], just like α-nitrogen (space 
group Pa3). Calorimetrie measurements [1] show, however, that there is 
a residual entropy that is evidence of random head-tail disorder of the CO 
molecules in this phase. From mean field calculations [5] that use only 
the small dipole moments of the CO molecules it is estimated that the 
head-tail ordering temperature is as low as 5 K. Dielectric [6], NQR [2,7] 
and NMR [2,8] measurements have revealed two reordering processes: 
relatively fast head-tail flips and slow translational-rotational jumps in 
which the molecule goes into a neighboring site. But, well above the 
ordering temperature both reordering processes become extremely slow, 
so that the head-tail disorder persists even at very low temperatures. 
The fully ordered ground state, which is probably anti-ferroelectric with 
space group P2i3 (T"1), can therefore not be observed. There is some 
short range anti-ferroelectric order, however [6]. 
The main questions are the following: what is the head-tail asym­
metry in the long range and the short range parts of the intermolec­
ular potential of CO and how does this asymmetry affect the head-tail 
(dis)order and the properties of the α-phase In the earlier lattice dynam­
ics calculations [9,10] on а-СО the head-tail asymmetry was completely 
neglected. The empirical model potentials used were the same as in solid 
nitrogen, with only the values of the parameters slightly readjusted. In 
the calculations of Okray-Hall and James [11] the model potential was 
still symmetric with respect to the midpoint of the CO bond axis, but 
the mass asymmetry was already included. Fracassi et ai. [12,13] ob-
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Fig. 1 The ordered P 2 i 3 structure of Û - C O . 
taincd an asymmetric pair-potential partly from quantum chemical cal-
culations, which was modeled and then fitted to the lattice energy and 
the phonon frequencies of α-СО. Recently, in our group, an ab initio CO 
pair potential has been obtained [14]. The anisotropy of this potential 
was represented directly by an expansion in spherical harmonics. In the 
present harmonic lattice dynamics study of α-СО we use this potential 
without any readjustment. We also fit a site-site model to the ab initio 
potential and we investigate the influence of the approximations inherent 
in this model. As it was pointed out already by Fracassi et al. [12,13], 
one may expect important effects of translation-rotation coupling in solid 
CO. Wc evaluate these effects explicitly. 
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In all previous lattice dynamics calculations on a-CO and also in 
ours the fully ordered F2i3 structure has been considered (see Fig. 1). 
If the centers of the molecules are on the lattice positions of the fee 
lattice and if one averages over the two possible head-tail orientations, 
the lattice positions become inversion centers and the average structure 
has the Pa3 symmetry. We find that the molecules are actually shifted, 
however, and that the situation is somewhat more complex. We have not 
only performed calculations on the fully ordered P2i3 structure but also 
on two closely related structures. In one structure the molecules in one of 
the four sublattices are inverted with respect to the P2i3 structure and 
in the other structure the molecules of two sublattices are inverted. All 
possible combinations of inverted molecules in the unit cell are equivalent 
to one of these three structures. By comparing the results for the three 
structures we obtain more information on the influence of the head-tail 
order of the CO molecules on the lattice dynamics. 
2.2. The ab initio potential 
2.2.1. Spherical expansion 
The ab initio potential used in the calculations is an anisotropic CO pair 
potential [14]. Its anisotropy is represented explicitly by means of the 
expansion 
V(R,TA,TB) = {AKfl2 Σ VLALBL{R)ALALBL{R.TA,TB), (1) 
LALBL 
where Αι
Α
ι
Β
ι forms a complete orthonormal set of angular functions 
ALALBL{R,TA,TB)= Σ (MA MB М) ^МА(ГЛ) 
MAMBM V / (2) 
*ΥΙ
Β
Μ
Β
{Τ
Β
)ΥΙΜ{Κ). 
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Table 1. Multipole moments of the CO molecule in eaf,. 
dipole (Í = 1) 0 0432 
quadrupole (i = 2) -1.5241 
octupole (/ = 3) 4 433 
hexadecapole (Í = 4) -10.329 
32-pole (Í = 5) 16 684 
The vector R = (R, R) points from the center of mass of molecule A to 
that of molecule B, the unit vectors ƒ> = (і?д,</>д) and rg = (ΰΒ,φβ) 
describe the orientations of the respective molecular axes. The functions 
Уітіг) are spherical harmonics and the symbol in large brackets is a 3-j 
coefficient. All orientations are given with respect to an arbitrary frame, 
which may be fixed to the lattice in this case. The expansion coefficients 
arc the sum of an electrostatic, an exchange and a dispersion contribution 
VLALBL(R) = V?;LBL(R) + VZÌBL(R) + VZPLBL(R)- (3) 
The very small induction effects are neglected. The expansion has aniso-
tropic terms up to LA, LB = 5 with LA + LB < 9. 
The electrostatic contribution to the expansion coefficients is directly 
given by the well-known multipole expansion 
VT:LBL(R) =(--L)LA6LA+LB,L 
KQL.QLSR-1-1 
{2LA + 2LB)\ 1 1 / 2 
{2LA + 1)\{2LB + \)\\ (4) 
where QLA a n < i QLB are the multipole moments of molecules A and D. 
The multipole moments used in this potential are given in Table 1. They 
were calculated by the self-consistent field (SCF) method, except for the 
dipole moment where the experimental value was used [14]. 
The exchange contribution to the intermolecular potential has been 
calculated using the Heitler-London formula for 180 orientations of the 
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molecules at three intermolecular distances: R = 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5 bohr. 
The expansion coefficients for the exchange interaction at these distances 
were obtained directly from these calculations, by the procedure described 
in Ref. [14]. Their distance dependence is given by an exponential func­
tion 
»ZlsdR) = ТХ
ь
( ) exp [-aL*L°L(R - До) - ßL^BL(R - ño)2] 
(5) 
with До = 6.5 bohr. In order to obtain the coefficients aLALBL needed for 
the damping functions of the dispersion interactions (see below) a second 
fit of the distance-dependence was made 
« ?
л
1
в
£ ( А ) « 5 Г л 1
в
£ ( Л о ) е х р [ - в ^ £ в £ ( А - Л о ) ] · (6) 
The dispersion contribution to the expansion coefficients has been 
written as 
«•"P (R) = - Σ fnALDL(R) C^ALfíLR-n (7) 
п=6,7,..,10 
LALBL 
where C^ALBL axe anisotropic longe range dispersion coefficients that 
have been taken from accurate αδ initio calculations by Rijks and Wormer 
[15]. The functions f^ALBL(R) are damping functions similar to the form 
proposed by Tang and Toennies [16] 
f^LBL^ = 1_ 
y^(aLALBLR)k 
U=o 
exp [-a^^LR] (8) 
where the coefficients аг'А,:'ВІ' are obtained from the first order exchange 
repulsion, see Eq. (6). 
All the parameters that characterize this potential are tabulated in 
Ref. [14]. The head-tail asymmetry is reflected by the terms in the spher­
ical expansion with odd L A and/or Lg. It is illustrated in Ref. [14] that 
there is an important asymmetry in the exchange repulsion: the C-atom 
is considerably "larger" than the O-atom. This effect is reinforced by the 
fact that the C-atom is further away from the CO center of mass than 
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the O-atom. For instance, the repulsion for linear OC-CO is about ten 
times larger than the repulsion for linear CO-OC at equal center of mass 
distance R. It is worthwhile to mention also that this potential yields 
a second virial coefficient for CO that is within the experimental error 
bars over a wide temperature range. The anisotropic contribution to this 
virial coefficient is certainly not negligible, see Ref. [14]. 
2.2.1. Site-site potential 
In previous lattice dynamics calculations the interaction potential be­
tween the CO molecules has been approximated by an atom-atom or 
site-site model. The intermolecular pair potential is then written as the 
sum of (isotropic) interactions between the carbon and the oxygen atoms 
or between (additional) sites on the CO bond axes 
V
*
B
 = Σ Σ ViAuBÍRiAjB) (9) 
where і>,д^в is the interaction between site i on molecule A and site j on 
molecule B. Here, we assume that the site-site potentiell consists of an 
electrostatic, an exchange and a dispersion contribution and we fit these 
contributions to the corresponding terms in the spherical expansion of 
the ab initio potential. 
For the exchange interactions we have chosen two sites on the molec­
ular axis and the interaction between these sites is expressed as 
<Л;?в(ДгЛ;ів) = Л , ехр(-В„ Д,А„
В
) (10) 
where RtA,jB = |-R + r_, — r ^ is the distance between the interaction 
sites. The positions of the sites on the molecular axis (r, and TV,) and 
the exchange parameters (А
г] and Вг]) are found by fitting the site-site 
exchange interaction to the exchange contribution in the spherical ex­
pansion. In this fit procedure we have used the same grid of 540 dimer 
geometries that was used for the calculation of the exchange in the spher­
ical expansion. The results of this fit are presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Site-site potential parameters Positions (m Â) 
and charges of the interaction sites on the CO bond axis 
г electrostatic exchange dispersion charge 
1 O = 0 4835 0 4278 0 6649 - 0 7554 e 
2 С = - 0 6447 - 0 8354 - 0 7134 - 0 6019 e 
3 c m = 0 0 - - 1 3573 e 
interaction parameters 
ι,} А
г) (kcaj/mol) В,, ( Â - 1 ) С,} (kcal/mol λ6) 
1,1 
1,2 
2,2 
119824 4 
35320 1 
14142 7 
4 000 
3 498 
3 104 
223 6 
397 5 
763 3 
The root mean square deviation from the spherical expansion is 5.0%. 
The dispersion contribution to the site-site potential is expressed as 
^ZB(R^B) = - / Л Я ^ в ^ А Х я · (И) 
In order to fit this interaction to the dispersion contribution in the spher­
ical expansion we have again used two interaction sites with optimized 
positions on the moleculcir axis. The damping function /^(-Rij) is given 
by 
п'(Пг,) = 1- (BvRtJ) 
Lfc=o 
е х р ( - Д , Д
и
) (12) 
where В,., are the parameters obtained from the exchange fit, see Eq. (10). 
We have used the same set of orientations as in the fit of the exchange 
part, but the intermolecular distances were somewhat larger: R = 6.5, 
7.5 and 8.5 bohr. The parameters obtained from this fit are also given 
in Table 2. The root mean square deviation in the fit of the dispersion 
energy was 6.5%. 
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The electrostatic contribution to the site-site potential is represented 
by three point charges on the CO bond axis: one on the oxygen atom, 
one on the carbon atom and one in the center of mass. These point 
charges were chosen such that the dipole and quadrupole moments of 
the CO molecule are reproduced. They are given in Table 2. Additional 
freedom in the positions of the point charges in order to reproduce also the 
octupole and hexadecapole moments exactly did not significantly improve 
the fit of the total electrostatic interactions. 
2.3. Lattice dynamics calculations and results 
The lattice dynamics calculations are made in the standard harmonic 
approximation. The formulas required to use a potential in the spheri-
cal expansion have been derived in Ref. [17]. We assume five degrees of 
freedom per CO molecule, three translational and two rotational ones. 
The internal stretch vibration of the molecule is frozen. This assump-
tion is justified because of the large difference in energy: the stretching 
frequency in the free CO molecule is 2143 c m - 1 while the phonon frequen-
cies are all below 100 cm - 1 . The intermolecular interaction is calculated 
for distances up to 12.0 Â which corresponds with lattice sums over 176 
molecules. The exchange interaction in the spherically expanded poten-
tial could already be truncated at R = 8.1 Â. 
In the calculations with the site-site potential the electrostatic in-
teractions are summed by the Ewald method. The difference between 
the results of the Ewald summation and the results obtained from direct 
summation of the electrostatic terms is minute. The splittings between 
the longitudinal and transversal components of the optical modes in the 
cubic phase (LO-TO splittings) which are obtained by the Ewald method 
arc all smaller than 0.15 cm - 1 . Also the difference in the static lattice 
energy is negligible. This good convergence of the direct summation of 
the electrostatic interactions is due to the small dipole moment of the 
CO molecules. In the calculations with the spherical expansion of the 
potential we use only the direct summation. 
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Table 3 . Static lattice energy (in kcal/mol). 
Spherical expansion Site-site potential Experiment 
Lattice constant a 
Exchange 
Dispersion 
Electrostatic 
Total 
5.658 A 
1.945 
-3.673 
-0.536 
-2.265 
5.628 Â 
1.933 
-3.804 
-0 .557 
-2.428 
5.646 Â ^ 
-2.480 ') 
B> At 8 К [4]. 
6
' Cohesion energy —1.987 kcal/mol [21], corrected with the zero-point lattic 
vibration energy 0.493 kcal/mol [13]. 
2.3.1. The Р2ІЗ structure 
Given the symmetry of this structure we can optimise the cubic lattice 
constant and the positions of the molecules on the body diagonals. The 
lattice constant obtained by minimization of the static lattice energy is 
5.658 Á for the spherically expanded potential and 5.628 Â for the site-
site potential. For both potentials the CO molecules are shifted along the 
body diagonals in the direction of the oxygen atoms. For the spherically 
expanded potential the shift of the center of mass from the centrosym-
metric lattice sites is 0.31 Â and for the site-site potential it is 0.13 A. 
The static lattice energies, split into different contributions, are given for 
both potentials in Table 3. The deviations between the spherical expan-
sion and the site-site model fit to this expansion are small. The difference 
in the total lattice energy is 7%, the differences in the individual contri-
butions are less than 4%. 
In order to investigate the effect of translation-rotation coupling on 
the lattice modes we have calculated the lattice frequencies with the 
spherically expanded potential for the pure translational degrees of free-
dom, for the pure rotational degrees of freedom and for both together. 
The lattice frequencies from these three calculations are compared in Ta-
ble 4. 
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Table 4. Lattice frequencies (in cm ' ) in the P2i3 structure, cal 
culated with the spherically expanded ab тгіго potential 
Librations only 
54 0 (E) 
57 6 (T) 
97 3 (Γ) 
Translations only 
56 4 (A) 
57 9 (T) 
62 5 (E) 
83 9 (T) 
Coupled 
35 8 ( £ ) 
45 5 (T) 
56 4 (A) 
62 0 (Γ) 
74 4 (E) 
87 2 (Τ) 
98 3 (Γ) 
Character 
62% L - 38% Τ 
62% L - 38% Τ 
100% Τ 
23% L - 77% Τ 
38% L - 62% Τ 
23% L - 77% Τ 
92% L - 8% Τ 
We find strong mixing of the translations and librations and substan­
tial shifts of the phonon frequencies Especially the lowest librational (E) 
mode drops considerably in frequency (from 54 0 to 35 8 c m - 1 ) by the 
admixture of translational character The explanation of this effect is 
discussed below 
In Table 5 we compare the calculated lattice frequencies with the 
measured Raman [18] and infrared [19,20] frequencies The phonon dis­
persion curves for the P2i3 structure calculated with both potentials are 
given in Figs 2 and 3 
2 3 2 Other Structures 
We have investigated the effect of head-tail flips of the CO molecules 
by making lattice dynamics calculations on a structure in which all the 
molecules in one of the four sublattices are inverted The space group of 
this structure is P3 We have optimized this structure with respect to 
the static lattice energy and found that the unit cell remains cubic The 
orientations of the molecules in the three symmetry-related sublattices 
are not exactly along the body diagonals, they are rotated by about 5 
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Table 5. Lattice frequencies (in c m - 1 ) at q = 0, calculated for different structures 
( P 2 i 3 and P3) and different potentials (SE = ab initio potential in the spherical 
expansion, SS = site-site model fitted to the ab initio potential). 
Experiment 
Raman") 
Raman"' (strong) 
Raman" ' 
infrared11', Raman" ' 
Raman"' 
infrared6' 
Raman"' (strong) 
38 
44 
58 
49, 50.5, 52 
64.5 
85,86 
90.5 
P 2 i 3 (SE) 
35.8 {E) 
45.5 (Τ) 
56.4 (Λ) 
62.0 (Γ) 
74.4 (Ε) 
87.2 (Τ) 
98.3 (Γ) 
Ρ 3 (SE) 
34.3 (Ε) 
Г 42.5 (Α) 
Ι 48.6 (Ε) 
56.9 (Α) 
ƒ 58.2 (Ε) 
. 61.0 (Λ) 
70.8 (Ε) 
f 86.5 (Л) 
I 88.3 {Ε) 
( 97.1 (Α) 
1104.0 (Ε) 
Ρ213 (SS) 
33.0 {Ε) 
( 44.1 (Τ,™,) 
1 44.2 (Tie,,,) 
62.1 (Α) 
' 57.0 ( r t r i n s ) 
'. 5 7 . 2 ( r l o „ g ) 
76.6 (E) 
( 90.6 ( r t r a n 8 ) 
I 90.7 (Ttong) 
f l l 9 . 1 ( T t r a n s ) 
1119.1 (Tion.) 
°' from Ref. [18]. 
6> from Refs. [19,20]. 
degrees. The static lattice energy is —2.297 kcal/mol at a lattice constant 
of 5.645 Â (with the spherically expanded potential). If we compare this 
with the static lattice energy for the P2i3 structure we observe that the 
P3 structure is slightly lower in energy. All the energy components con-
tribute to this difference, in about the same ratio in which they contribute 
to the total lattice energy (see Table 3). It is questionable whether this 
small difference (only 1.4% of the lattice energy) is significant, but the 
fact that it is so small is interesting since this indicates that the head-tail 
flips of the CO molecules, although they are hindered by a high activa-
tion barrier [6], are energetically almost neutral. In all sublattices the 
molecules are again shifted (by 0.28 and 0.35 À) along the body diago-
nals in the direction of the oxygen atoms. Table 5 compares the lattice 
frequencies calculated at the Г-point with those calculated for the Ρ2χ3 
structure. The differences are small. The triply degenerate T-modes are 
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100 
X [ 100] г [ n o ] M г [ i n ] R 
wave vector 
Fig. 2 Phonon dispersion curves for a-CO in the P2\3 structure, calculated 
from the ab initio potential in the spherical expansion. 
split into a doubly degenerate .E-mode and an A-mode. 
In the third structure that we have investigated the molecules of 
two sublattices are inverted. Minimization of the static lattice energy 
yields an orthorhombic lattice with α = 5.961 Â, b = 5.395 Â and 
с = 5.492 A. The molecules lie on the centers of the faces of the unit 
cell, their orientations are parallel to the ac-planc. The angles of the 
molecular axes with the c-axis arc 41° for the molecules of sublattices 1 
and 2, and 139° for the molecules of sublattices 3 and 4. The shifts along 
the molecular axes are 0.32 A in the direction of the oxygen atoms for all 
the molecules. The static lattice energy is —2.33 kcal/mol. This value is 
even lower than the lattice energies of the Р2ІЗ and the P3 structures, 
but we have also estimated the zero-point vibrational energies for the 
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X [ 100] г [ n o ] M г [ i n ] R 
wave vector 
F i g . 3 Phonon dispersion curves for a CO in the P 2 i 3 structure, calculated 
with the site site model fit to the ab tmtio potential 
different structures and found that the lower static energy is compensated 
by a higher zero-point energy All the lattice modes in this structure are 
non-degenerate with frequencies between 20 c m - 1 and 140 c m - 1 This 
third structure turns out to be so different from the observed (average) 
P a 3 structure, however, that it is only of theoretical interest 
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2.4. Discussion and conclusions 
If we compare the optimized P2i3 structure that we have obtained using 
the ab initio potential with the experimental structure we observe that the 
agreement is very good. The measured lattice constant is 5.646 A at 8 К 
[4] while we have calculated 5.658 Á for the spherically expanded potential 
and 5.628 Â for the site-site potential. Also the cohesion energy (see Tabic 
3) agrees well with the experimental value. The shift of the CO molecules 
along the body diagonals was estimated by Vegard [3] and by Krupskii 
et al. [4] by fitting calculated X-ray intensities to the experimental data. 
Vegard calculated the shift to be 0.20 Â and Krupskii et al. found the 
best agreement between measured and calculated intensities with a shift 
of 0.08 A. The latter value is just the distance between the midpoint of 
the CO bond axis and the CO center of mass. Both experimentalists 
found that the shifts are in the direction of the oxygen atoms. The shifts 
that we have calculated for both potentials, in the P2i3-structure as well 
as in the other two structures, are also in the direction of the oxygen 
atoms and they are of the same order of magnitude as measured. We 
have found that the size of this shift is very sensitive to the potential. 
Previous lattice dynamics calculations by Okray-Hall and James [11] 
used an effective homonuclear potential. The shifts which they obtained 
from the mass asymmetry of the CO molecules are mostly in the wrong 
direction [11]. So it is essential that the intermolecular potential is intrin-
sically asymmetric with respect to the head-tail flips of the CO molecules. 
The shift calculated by Fracassi et al. [12,13] is 0.14 Â. The shift of the 
CO molecules in the direction of the oxygen atoms is caused in partic-
ular by the strong asymmetry in the exchange repulsion. As discussed 
in Section 2.2.1., it follows from the ab initio potential that the C-atoms 
are substantially "larger" than the O-atoms. 
The observations may possibly be clarified by introducing a molecu-
lar "center of interaction", which more or less coincides with the "center 
of electronic charge distribution". The position of such a center on the 
CO bond axis can be defined (approximately) by the requirement that 
the head-tail asymmetry of the interaction potential between two CO 
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molecules vanishes when it is expanded about these "interaction centers". 
Their positions on the molecular axes can be estimated by looking at the 
Van der Waals bond length in (CO)2 dimers as a function of the orien­
tations of the CO molecules (cf. Fig. 1 of Rcf. [14]). It is clear that this 
center must lie more towards the C-atoms, while the center of mass lies 
closer to the O-atoms. The effective P a 3 symmetry observed by X-ray 
diffraction [4] can then be explained by concluding (as supported semi-
quantitatively by our calculations) that the centers of electronic charge 
distribution of the CO molecules are situated on the centrosymmetric fee 
sites of the РаЗ lattice. Thus, the centers of mass will be displaced in 
the direction of the oxygen atoms. When a specific CO molecule makes 
a head-tail flip, simultaneously its center of mass moves over to the other 
side of the centrosymmetric lattice site. Since the molecular "centers of 
interaction" do not coincide with their centers of mass there will be strong 
mixing between the librations and the translational vibrations. Such a 
mixing is indeed observed and it leads, for instance, to the lowering of 
the lowest librational frequency (see Table 4). 
Next we compare the calculated lattice frequencies with the mea­
sured Raman [18] and infrared [19,20] spectra. The values calculated 
directly from the ab initio potential (in the spherical expansion) agree 
very well with the experimental data (see Table 5). This applies primar­
ily to the calculations on the P2]3 structure, but we find that the values 
obtained for the P3 structure (with one flipped CO molecule in the unit 
cell) are very similar. The assignment given in Table 5 is somewhat differ­
ent from the original assignment of the Raman spectrum. Anderson et al. 
[18] could not assign the shoulder which they observed at 38 c m - 1 ; they 
believed that its occurrence is related to the orientational disorder. They 
based their assignment on empirical lattice dynamics calculations for pure 
librations in the РаЗ structure which did not yield sufficiently low fre­
quencies. We find, however, that the lowest librational mode is softened 
considerably (from 54.0 to 35.8 c m - 1 ) by the admixture of translational 
character. Moreover, we calculate that this mode retains nearly the same 
frequency in the P 3 structure. So we think that the shoulder observed at 
38 c m - 1 actually corresponds to the lowest E'-mode. Our assignment of 
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the lower modes also differs from that by Fracassi et al. [12,13]. The as­
signment in Table 5 is supported by the intensities. The peaks observed in 
the infrared spectrum (at 50.5 and 86 c m - 1 ) are ascribed to the infrared 
allowed T-modes with the highest translational character (see Table 4); 
the pure translational A-modc excitation is infrared forbidden in P2i3 
symmetry. Raman excitations are allowed for all symmetries: A, E and 
T. The strongest peaks in the Raman spectrum (at 44 and 90.5 c m - 1 ) 
are assigned to the modes with the largest librational components. All 
these assignments are somewhat uncertain, however, since the main peak 
observed in the Raman spectrum is very broad and the local symmetry 
is lower than P2i3 because of the random head-tail disorder. 
The lattice frequencies calculated with the site-site model fit to the 
ab initio potential axe generally not very different, except for the highest, 
mainly librational, mode at 119.1 c m - 1 which is considerably too stiff. 
The LO-TO splittings calculated by the Ewald method are too small to 
be observed. 
The phonon dispersion curves in Figs. 2 and 3 cannot be compared 
with inelastic neutron scattering yet, but they may be compared with the 
calculations of Fracassi et al. [12,13]. These authors observed a strong 
coupling between the librations and the transverse acoustic modes, which 
is reflected by an anomalous dispersion of these modes. Although we also 
observe this strong coupling which leads to the substantial lowering of 
the lowest optical (.Ε-mode) frequency that is mentioned above, we do 
not observe an anomalous dispersion of the acoustic brances. 
Summarizing this discussion we arrive at the following conclusions. 
First, we observe that the ab initio CO-CO potential, without any ad­
justment, yields a very realistic lattice structure and cohesion energy, 
as well as a set of lattice frequencies in good agreement with the spec­
troscopic values. Translation-rotation coupling appears to be important 
indeed. A different head-tail order of the CO molecules does not lead 
to large energetical differences, provided that the head-tail reversal of 
a molecule is accompanied by a translational shift to the opposite side 
of the centrosymmetric lattice site to which it belongs in the (average) 
Pa3 structure. Also the lattice frequencies are not strongly affected by 
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head-tail reordering, but the relatively small shifts and splittings of all 
the individual frequencies may well explain the very broad peak observed 
in the Raman spectrum of the (disordered) a-phase. 
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Abstract 
Harmonic lattice dynamics calculations have been performed on the ferroelec-
tric phase of NaN02 Starting from an atom-atom potential and including 
the polarization of the nitrite ions by means of the shell model we have cal-
culated the phonon and vibron dispersion curves and densities of states The 
calculated phonon dispersion curves axe in good agreement with the inelas-
tic neutron bcattenng data The phonon density of states is compared with 
the phonon side band measured by luminescence Above 15 К the measured 
phonon side band resembles the density of states but at lower temperatures 
this resemblance is lost because of the nonuniform distribution of the excited 
states over the Bnllouin zone The density of states of the i/j vibron band 
is compared with the hneshape of the 1/2 line in luminescence spectra It is 
shown that this hneshapc can be explained by inclusion of the dispersion of 
the singlet exciton 
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3.1. Introduction 
The lattice dynamics of solid NaN02 has been studied theoretically [1-5] 
and by a number of experimental techniques: Raman [6-12] and reflection 
measurements [13-16], UV and IR absorption [17,18], neutron scattering 
[19,20] and luminescence [21-27]. NaNCb is a very interesting solid be­
cause it exhibits a phase transition (at 163 0 C) from a low temperature 
ferroelectric phase to a high temperature paraelectric phase [28]. This 
phase transition is rather complex with an intermediate incommensurate 
phase [29]. Solid NaN02 is one of the simplest molecular solids in which 
this kind of phase transition takes place. 
The low temperature ferroelectric phase has a body-centered or-
thorhombic structure with space group CfJJ. The conventional unit cell 
contains two NaN02 formula units, b\it these units are related by a sim­
ple translation so that the primitive unit cell contains only one КаМОг 
formula unit and there are twelve normal modes in the NaNCb crystal. 
NaN02 is an ionic crystal and the lattice vibrations are the three transla-
tional vibrations of the sodium ions and the three translational and three 
rotational vibrations of the nitrite ions. The remaining three vibrations 
are internal vibrations of the nitrite ions. In the conventional labeling of 
the crystal axes the C2t>-symmetry axis of the nitrite ion is the ò-axis. In 
the ferroelectric phase the nitrite groups all point in the same direction 
along the ò-axis. In the paraelectric phase these ions can point in the plus 
or minus directions of the b-axis. The sodium ion is situated between two 
nitrite groups on the 6-axis. The α-axis of the crystal is perpendicular to 
the plane formed by the three atoms of the nitrite ion. The c-axis is par­
allel to the line connecting the two oxygen atoms in the nitrite ion. The 
experimental lattice parameters at 20° С are: α = 3.5678 Â, b = 5.5758 À 
and с = 5.3919 Â [30]. 
The lattice dynamics of the ferroelectric phase of NaNC^ has repeat-
edly been studied by theoretical methods. In harmonic lattice dynamics 
calculations Castellucci and Schettino [10] calculated the angular disper-
sion of the vibrons in the Г-point and the dispersion of the vibrons for 
wave vectors along the crystal axes. They also calculated the angular 
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dispersion of the phonons in the Г-point [31]. In these calculations they 
included the atomic polarizability by means of the shell model. The pa­
rameters in the potential were adjusted to give the best agreement with 
the experiments. They showed that the rigid-ion model was inadequate 
to reproduce the experimental frequencies and splitting, and concluded 
that the shell model was needed to obtain satisfactory results. 
Lynden-Bell et al. studied the lattice dynamics of NaNCb by means 
of classical molecular dynamics [3]. They adopted atom-atom parameters 
from the literature and modeled the electrostatic interactions by a frac­
tional point charge model for the nitrite ion to reproduce the electrostatic 
potential for NOJ calculated with the self-consistent field (SCF) method 
[32]. The calculated Raman and infrared frequencies arc in reasonable 
agreement with the experiments, but the calculated phonon dispersion 
curves along the α-axis are not very realistic, especially the calculated 
softening of the Ть acoustic mode is anomalous. 
In the lattice dynamics calculations presented in this paper we used 
the potential parameters of Lynden-Bell et al. but included the shell 
model. We performed harmonic calculations with all twelve degrees of 
freedom so that the coupling between the phonons and the vibrons is 
taken into account. Along with the Raman and infrared frequencies we 
calculated the dispersion of all the modes in the directions of the crys­
tal axes. Furthermore, we computed the total density of states for the 
phonon and vibron bands. 
These calculations were undertaken as an attempt to explain the 
results from recent luminescence experiments on NaNCb [25-27]. In these 
experiments the luminescence of the system that follows an electronic 
excitation was recorded and the observed shapes of the resulting spectral 
lines were interpreted as to be influenced by the vibron dispersion. By 
calculating the dispersion of the vibron bands we try to explain these 
lincbhapcs. Also the phonon side band, which under certain assumptions 
can be compared with the calculated phonon density of states, has been 
measured [21,24,27]. 
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Table 1. Atom-atom potential parameters for NaNOz 
a 
Na 
N 
О 
A ^ k J / m o l ) 
40870 
176000 
325000 
Paa (A"1) 
3.155 
3.78 
4.18 
BQ O (kJ/mol A6) 
101.2 
1084.0 
1085.0 
3.2. Theory 
For the calculations on NaN02 we used the harmonic lattice dynamics 
program for molecular solids that has been developed in our group. This 
program is capable of calculating the phonon, libron and vibron energies 
at arbitrary wave vectors [33-35]. Because the molecular fragments, the 
sodium atom and the nitrite group, have an ionic character, the sum­
mation of the electrostatic interactions will not converge for the direct 
lattice [36,37]. Therefore, the well-known Ewald method is used in the 
summation of the electrostatic contributions to the static lattice energy 
and to the dynamical matrix. This method ensures a fast convergence of 
these electrostatic contributions. 
The potential we have used in the lattice dynamics calculations on 
NaN02 is the atom-atom potential with the point charge model that was 
developed by Lynden-Bell et al. in molecular dynamics calculations on 
the ferro- en paraelectric phase of NaNC^ [3]. The atom-atom potential 
has the form: 
V
a
p(R
al3) = Aa0 exp(-pQßRQß) - Baß Д~£ (1) 
with the parameters given in Table 1. For the parameters of the mixed in-
teractions the following combination rules are applied: A„ß — τ/Α
αα
Αββ, 
BQß = y/BaaBßß and paß = ^(paa + Pßß)· For the point charges we 
adopted the model where the sodium atom and the nitrite group are com-
pletely ionic with charges of -bl.Oe and -1.0e, respectively. The charge 
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Table 2. LO-TO splittings of the vibrons and amplitudes 
of the vibrating charges in the center of mass. The charges 
are + 1 0 e and —1 0 e. 
LO-TO bplittinga> Amplitude 
i/i (sym. stretch) 2 0.110 
V2 (bend) 2 0.044 
і/з (asym. stretch) 133 0.190 
" ' From Raman measurements [11]. 
distribution of the nitrite ion was represented by four fractional charges: 
on the oxygen atoms a charge of —0.65e, on the nitrogen atom a charge 
of 1.10e and an additional charge of — 0.80e on the dipole axis, 0.80 Â 
from the center of mass on the nitrogen side. The work of Lynden-Bell 
et al. [3] shows that this is an acceptable potential for the phonon modes 
in NaN02. 
For the vibron modes, however, the results for this potential are 
rather poor. The splittings between the longitudinal and transversal op-
tical components (LO-TO splittings) of the three vibron modes are much 
too large in comparison with the experimentally observed splittings [11]. 
In order to correct this we have adjusted the transition dipole moments 
of the three vibron modes by placing two opposite charges in the center of 
mass of the nitrite ion which vibrate along with the normal modes. The 
amplitude of the displacement of the two charges was fitted in order to 
reproduce the experimentally observed LO-TO splitting. The parameters 
of this fit are given in Table 2. For the intramolecular potential of the 
nitrite ion we used the force field of Weston and Brodasky [38] for the 
nitrite ion in crystalline NaN02. 
In ionic crystals the electrostatic fields are very strong and the po-
larizability of the ions should be taken into account. We have achieved 
this by implementation of the well-known shell model [39,40]. Each atom 
consists of a core, that contains the total mass, and a massless shell that 
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follows the core motions adiabatically. The interaction between the core 
and the shell of each atom is parameterized by a force constant. It is 
assumed that the short range and dispersion forces act only between the 
shells. The shells have a charge Y which in general is not equal to the 
charge of the atom. If the polarizability of the atom equals a, then the 
force constant of the core-shell interaction is given by 
a 
The parameter У, the charge of the shell, can be chosen freely. In the 
calculations on NaNOa we neglected the polarizability of the sodium ions. 
The polarizability of the nitrite ions was taken from measurements of the 
refractive index by Hirotsu et al. [41]: a
aa
 = 2.240, аьь = 2.716 and 
a
cc
 = 4.610 Â3, where the indices label the crystallographic axes. We 
assumed that this polarizability is entirely localized on the oxygen atoms. 
Since it is anisotropic we need three different force constants for the core-
shell interaction and, assuming that the charges of the oxygen atoms are 
completely on the shells, Y = —0.65e, we obtain for these force constants:' 
ka = 0.3772, kb = 0.3111 and kc = 0.1833 e2 A - 3 . 
3.3. Structure 
Before calculating the lattice excitations we have optimized the structure 
by minimizing the static lattice energy. The only parameters that can be 
varied within the space group symmetry of the structure are the lattice 
constants and the position of the sodium between the nitrite ions. In the 
minimization of the energy these nitrite ions were kept rigid. The opti-
mized lattice parameters are α = 3.709 Â, b = 5.496 Â and с = 5.271 Â. If 
we compare these parameters with the experimental parameters at 20 0 С 
[30] we observe that b and с are slightly too small and that a is slightly 
too large. 
If the nitrite ions were isotropic, the position of the sodium ion would 
be halfway between two nitrite ions on the b-axis. But the nitrite ions 
(2) 
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are 'arrows' that, in the ferroelectric phase, point all in the positive b-
direction. This causes the sodium ions to shift away from the centrosym-
metric structure. The shift that we found in our calculations was 0.18 A 
in the positive {»-direction. The shift found by neutron diffraction is much 
larger, 0.47 Â [42], so that probably the anisotropy of the nitrite ion is 
underestimated. 
3.4. Phonons 
In the lattice dynamics calculations we have taken into account all the 
degrees of freedom and, therefore, in a general point in the Brillouin zone 
of the primitive structure we find twelve normal modes. The three inter-
nal vibrations of the nitrite ion (vibrons) are well separated in frequency 
from the nine external modes (phonons). The internal modes show little 
interaction with the external modes and we discuss them separately. 
For к = 0 there are six optical phonons which are all split into 
a longitudinal and two transversal modes, except the phonon with A2-
symmetry which is the libration around the fr-axis. In Table 3 we have 
given the calculated phonon frequencies in the Г-point. All the lattice 
vibrations are Raman active and have been measured by Raman spec­
troscopy. We have compared our calculated frequencies with the recent 
Raman experiments of Becucci and Castellucci [11]. There are a number 
of other Raman and infrared measurements of the lattice frequencies of 
NaN02 and the spread in the results is rather large [6-12]. The calculated 
frequencies are all fairly close to the measured values, except for the mode 
that describes the libration about the α-axis which is off by more than 
30 c m - 1 . The LO-TO splitting of this mode is found to be very small 
(< 0.5 c m - 1 ) while experimentally a splitting of 11 c m - 1 is observed. 
Our assignment of the modes with ß2-symmetry is different from that of 
Becucci and Castellucci. Both the translation along the α-axis and the 
libration about the c-axis have this symmetry, so these can be mixed. We 
find indeed a considerable mixing between these displacements. In the 
mode with lower frequency the libration is dominant and in the higher 
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Table 3. Phonon frequencies (in c m - 1 ) of NaNC^ for it = 0 
compared with Raman frequencies measured by Becucci and 
Castellucci [11]. 
Mode") 
Αι Ά 
A2 Lb 
B,L
a 
BiTc 
B2 20% Ta + 80% Lc 
B 2 80%T a + 20% Lc 
Polarization 
TO 
LO 
TO 
LO 
TO 
LO 
TO 
LO 
TO 
LO 
Cale. 
200 
273 
141 
129 
129 
175 
218 
170 
214 
220 
244 
Exp. 
131 
163 
74 
О 
190 
270 
119 
154 
165 
154 
236 
149 
201 
227 
254 
α
' Τ,: Translation along axis г 
L, : Libration about axis г 
'> At Τ и 10 К. 
c
' Room temperature 
52-mode the translation. Becucci and Castellucci and also Hartwig et al. 
[7] assigned the lowest mode to the translation. 
In Fig. 1 we show the phonon dispersion curves for wave vectors 
parallel to the crystal axes. The LO-TO splitting of a given mode is 
visible as the difference in frequency of this mode at the Г-point for 
wave vectors approaching this point along the a-, b- or c-axis. These 
dispersion curves axe compared with the dispersion curves obtained by 
Sakurai et al. from inelastic neutron scattering [19]. For the acoustical 
modes the agreement between the experimental curves and the theoretical 
ones is good, especially in the o- and b-directions. The optical modes that 
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Fig . 1. Calculated phonon dispersion curves for the ferroelectric phase of 
NaN02 compared with inelastic neutron scattering results [19]. The open 
points refer to results taken at 23 "C and the filled points to —1630C. 
have been measured show little dispersion, except for the LO-branch of 
the Tb-mode that exhibits a strong dispersion for wave vectors parallel 
to the fbaxis. The calculated curves show the same behaviour. The 
Tb-mode has a strong dispersion along the ò-axis and the other optical 
modes show little dispersion. Our calculations show further that the 
dispersion of the optical modes with higher frequency depends strongly 
on the parametrization of the polarizability of the nitrite ion. 
With the aid of a quadratic scheme for integration over the Brillouin 
zone developed by Wiesenekker et al. [43,44], we have also calculated the 
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100 200 
frequency (cm"') 
Fig . 2. Calculated phonon density of states. 
300 
phonon density of states for NaN02. If we compare this density of states 
(see Fig. 2) with the phonon side band measured by Ashida et al. [24] in 
luminescence experiments on crystalline NaNC^ at 2 K, we observe, al­
though some of the peaks correspond, that the overall resemblance is not 
very good. The calculated density of states is in better agreement with 
the phonon side band obtained by fluorescence excitation spectroscopy for 
crystal temperatures above 15 K. In these experiments a singlet electronic 
exciton of wave vector к is optically excited together with a phonon of 
wave vector — k. The singlet exciton fluorescence is monitored as a func­
tion of the energy of the exciting photon, which must be equal to the 
sum of the energy of the exciton and the energy of the phonon. The 
exciton band is very narrow (« 5 c m - 1 [24,45]) relative to the phonon 
band (width и 300 c m - 1 ) . Moreover, it has been found [46] that, for 
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Fig. 3 . Phonon side band measured in fluorescence excitation experiments at 
15 К [27]. The leftmost peak in the spectrum is interpreted as to he caused by a 
resonant Raman scattering process of the pure singlet exciton. For comparison 
with Fig 2 the origin of the energy scale has been shifted to this position. 
temperatures above 15 K, the relaxation between states of different fc 
within the exciton band is fast compared with the exciton decay time. 
Hence, the intensity of the fluorescence detected should be proportional 
to the phonon density of states. We find, indeed, that the phonon side 
band obtained from these experiments (see Fig. 3) agrees fairly well with 
the calculated phonon density of states in Fig. 2. 
The peak from the acoustical modes is not sharp and has a maximum 
around 100 c m - 1 . There are two broad sets of peaks at about 150 c m - 1 
and 210 c m - 1 separated by a gap. In the calculated phonon density of 
states these features are present also, but they occur at slightly lower 
frequencies. 
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Table 4. Vibron frequencies of NaNC^ (in 
c m
- 1 ) for к = 0 compared with Raman fre­
quencies measured by Becucci and Castellucci 
[11]. 
Mode 
Ai ut 
Αι V2 
Βχ v3 
<•> At Τ 
'> Room 
Polarization 
TO 
LO 
TO 
LO 
TO 
LO 
α 10 К 
temperature 
Cale. 
1328 
1330 
816 
818 
1222 
1355 
Exp. 
Ό 
1329 
831 
1227 
13C3 
Ъ) 
1326 
1328 
827 
829 
1225 
1358 
3.5. Vibrons 
The nitrite ion has three internal vibrations: the symmetric stretching 
mode ι/χ, the symmetric bending mode гл> and the antisymmetric stretch­
ing mode 1/3. In the NaN02 crystal these modes are well separated from 
the external modes. In Table 4 the calculated frequencies of the vibrons 
in the Г-point are compared with the results of Raman measurements. 
The calculated frequencies are very close to the experimentally observed 
values. The largest discrepancy (11 c m - 1 ) occurs for the 1/2 mode. The 
LO-TO splittings are of course correct because we have fitted the transi­
tion dipole moments of the molecular vibrations to these splittings. The 
dispersion curves for the 1/2 vibron mode are drawn in Fig. 4 and for the 
vi and 1/3 modes in Fig. 5. The 1/2 bending mode shows dispersion in the 
a- and c-direction but it is almost flat for wave vectors along the іъахіз. 
In Fig. 5 we observe that the ι/χ mode and the 1/3 mode are mixed for 
wave vectors along the c-axis. The densities of states for these vibron 
modes are given in Figs. 6 and 7. 
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Fig. 4. Dispersion curves for the ν? internai mode of the nitrite ion calculated 
for wave vectors along the symmetry directions of the crystal 
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Fig. 5 . Dispersion curves for the i/j and 1/3 internal modes of the nitrite ion 
calculated for wave vectors along the symmetry directions of the crystal 
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810 Θ15 820 
frequency (cm - 1 ) 
825 
Fig. 6. Calculated density of states for the i>2 mode. 
Just as the phonon density of states can be compared with the 
phonon side band in fluorescence experiments, the vibron density of states 
can be compared with the vibron band in these experiments. In that case 
the electronic exciton decays radiatively to a final state with a single vi­
bron in the electronic ground state. Only the ι/χ and 1/2 modes can be 
detected in these fluorescence experiments, because the transition to the 
1/3 mode is forbidden by symmetry. The dispersion of the singlet exciton 
band cannot be neglected now, because it is of the same order of magni­
tude as the dispersion of the ΙΊ and 1*2 vibron bands. The dispersion in 
the exciton band is about 5 c m - 1 and it is strongly anisotropic. There 
are indications that only states with wave vectors along the α-axis show 
dispersion [47]. We have assumed a model with nearest neighbor interac­
tions only in the α-direction which leads to cosine type dispersion of the 
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Fig . 7. Calculated density of states for the i/j and из modes. The peak at 
1330 c m - 1 is cut off. 
singlet exciton band 
Δε = 2.5 cos(fc
a
 • 27г) , (3) 
where k
a
 is the component of the wave vector along the α-axis. Since the 
exciton state is composed of 1 Б і excited NO J molecules which have a 
nodal plane perpendicular to the α-axis, we have further assumed that the 
state with k
a
 = 0 has the highest energy. We subtracted this dispersion 
from the dispersion of the vibron band and then calculated the spectral 
density. If in the experiment the wave vectors of the singlet exciton state 
are distributed uniformly over the Brillouin zone and if Eq. (3) represents 
correctly the dispersion of the singlet exciton, then the calculated spectral 
density should resemble the vibron band in the fluorescence experiments. 
This calculated spectral density is given in Fig. 8 for the transition from 
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825 Θ20 815 
frequency (cm" ) 
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Fig . 8. Calculated 1/2 band with the dispersion of the singlet exciton state 
taken into account by the model described in the text. 
the singlet cxciton state to a v-i vibron of the electronic ground state. This 
band is less peaked than the pure vi vibron density of states in Fig. 6, but 
it has about the same overall width. We must compare Fig. 8 with the i^ 
vibron band in the fluorescence experiments (see Fig. 9) for temperatures 
above 15 K. The experimental band has a width of about 8 c m - 1 [25] 
which is slightly broader than the calculated line. The experimental line 
width can be reproduced if we assume in Eq. (3) that the single exciton 
band is somewhat broader than 5 c m - 1 . Wc note that in order to compare 
the measured line shape with our calculated shape, the energy scales in 
Figs. 8 and 9 are reversed. 
The v-i vibron band can also be measured in luminescence experi­
ments in which the excited state is not a singlet exciton but a triplet 
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Fig. 9. Temperature dependence of the i/j-
vibron band in singlet exciton fluorescence [25] 
exciton state. Because the dispersion in this triplet exciton band is very 
small [48] it can be neglected with respect to the dispersion of the vz 
mode. From these luminescence experiments the width of the U2 density 
of states is estimated to be 3 cm - 1 [27]. This corresponds fairly well with 
the width at half maximum height of the density of states given in Fig. 6. 
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3.6. Conclusions 
From our calculations on the lattice dynamics of the ferroelectric phase of 
NaN02 we conclude that it is possible to obtain very reasonable results 
with the site-site potential of Lynden-Bell et al. extended with the effects 
of polarization through the shell model. For the optimization of the lat­
tice structure and the calculation of the phonon spectrum we have chosen 
the charges of the shells but we did not adjust any potential parameters to 
obtain better agreement with the experiments. Both the lattice parame­
ters and the phonon frequencies in the Г-point agree reasonably well with 
experiment. It should be noted that the phonon frequencies exhibit some 
temperature dependence [7,15,16] while the harmonic lattice dynamics 
calculations assume zero temperature. Also the calculated phonon dis­
persion curves agree well with the data obtained from neutron scattering 
[19]. 
The calculated phonon density of states does not resemble the phonon 
side band measured in luminescence experiments at very low tempera­
ture [24,27]. In particular there is a gap around 115 c m - 1 in the band 
measured by Ashida et al. [24] which is neither present in the calculated 
phonon density of states nor in the neutron scattering data. Laser flu­
orescence experiments [27] which have been performed as a function of 
temperature show that the spectrum from the phonon side band related 
to the singlet exciton band is temperature dependent, up to 15 K. The 
band measured in these experiments above 15 К agrees much better with 
the calculated phonon density of states. So the gap observed by Ashida et 
al. [24] in their measurements at 2 К is probably caused by a (strongly) 
non-uniform distribution of the singlet exciton states over the Brillouin 
zone. 
For the calculation of the vibron bands we had to adjust the inter-
molecular potential in order to reproduce the experimental frequencies. 
Following Castellucci and Schettino [10], we have fitted the transition 
dipole moments of the molecular vibrations to the LO-TO splittings of 
the vibron modes. The dispersion of the Ui and 1/3 modes in Ref. [10] is 
very similar to our dispersion curves. On the scale used in Ref. [10] for the 
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V2 mode this mode looks completely flat. The ^ vibron band has been 
measured by luminescence, both from a singlet and from a triplet exciton 
state. The widths of the i^ bands in these experiments are rather dif-
ferent. It can be concluded from our calculated spectral densities, which 
agree reasonably well with the experiments, that this difference must be 
ascribed to the dispersion of the singlet exciton band. 
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4. Two-vibron excitations in the ferroelectric 
phase of NaNC^ 
W В J.M. Janssen and A. van der Avoird 
Institute of Theoretical Chemiitry, University of Nijmegen, 
Toemooiveld Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
Abstract 
Prom a basis of single-vibron functions calculated in the previous chapter and 
including both the intra- and intermolecular anharmonicity we have com­
puted the overtone spectrum of the U2 bending vibration in the NaNCb crys­
tal The two vibron states and luminescence intensities were calculated for 
different values of the intramolecular anharmonicity constant A Good agree­
ment with different experimental spectra was obtained for A = 1 3 c m - 1 
We conclude that the hneshapes in the luminescence spectra are determined 
by the occurence of a quasi bound bivibron state which is weakly coupled 
with the two-vibron states 
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4.1. Introduction 
In the previous chapter we presented calculations on the phonon and 
vibron spectra of the ferroelectric phase of NaNC^. In this chapter we 
investigate the dynamics of two-vibron excitations in this crystal. If a 
vibration in the crystal is purely harmonic, the excitation energy of a 
doubly excited state will be exactly twice the excitation energy of the 
fundamental state. For vibrons this means that there is no difference 
between the excitation energy of two fundamental vibrons traveling inde­
pendently through the crystal (a two-vibron state) and a vibron in which 
each molecule is doubly excited (an overtone state). But if the molecular 
vibration is anharmonic and the energy of the doubly excited vibration 
is lower than twice the fundamental excitation energy, there are differ­
ent possibilities. If the anharmonicity is large compared with the vibron 
band width, a bivibron state can be formed in which an overtone vibra­
tion travels through the crystal. This state is sometimes called a bound 
state and has little coupling with the states in the two-vibron band. If 
the anharmonicity is small, there is a strong coupling between the over­
tone and the two-vibron states. The energy of the overtone lies in the 
two-vibron band and no bivibron is formed. The theory of bivibron states 
was developed by Agranovich et al. [1-5] and others [6-8]. Experimental 
two-vibron spectra are reported for a number of crystals which contain 
small molecules like NH+, CO^ - , NOJ, C 0 2 , NjO and OCS [9-12]. The­
oretical calculations on the two-vibron spectra have been performed by 
Dows and Schettino for CO2 [9] and by Bogani for CO2, N2O and OCS 
[8]. 
Recently Kato et al. [13] measured Raman scattering and singlet 
and triplet luminescence spectra of the vibrational overtones of the ZAJ 
vibration in the ferroelectric phcise of NaNC^. This vibration corresponds 
to an internal bending mode of the nitrite ion. They concluded that a 
quasi-bound two-vibron state and bound multivibron states are formed 
and estimated the anharmonicity in the z^ vibration to be 0.8 ± 0.5 c m - 1 . 
In this chapter we calculate the two-vibron states and compare the results 
with the experimental spectra. 
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4.2. Theory 
4.2.1. Two-vibron states 
For the derivation of the expressions needed for the calculation of the 
two-vibron energies in the crystal we use the same ansatz and notation 
as Agranovich [14] but follow a different route. In second quantization 
we write the harmonic crystal Hamiltonian for one internal vibration as 
щ = ^сівІв
п
 + ^'
 пт
вІв
т
, (i) 
η ητη 
where Ω is the excitation energy of the free molecular vibration, Bj, and 
B„ are the excitation and de-excitation operators for the molecular vi­
bration on the molecule with position vector η and V
n m
 is the coupling 
between the excitations on molecules η and m . Because of the transla-
tional symmetry in the crystal we can Fourier transform the molecular 
excitation operators to crystal excitation operators 
Bk = - 7 = Σ B n e x p i_ ¿ f c • n ] 
(2) 
where к is a vector in the first Brillouin zone and N is the number of unit 
cells in the crystal. The crystal Hamiltonian can now be written as 
H0 = Y/in + v(k)}BlBk (3) 
к 
with 
V(fc)= 5 3 V
m m
e x p [ i f c . ( m - n ) ] . (4) 
The eigenfunctions of this Hamiltonian are the vibrons which can be 
labeled by к and can be written as 
\U) = Bl\0) (3) 
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with energy 
£k = П + V(k) . (6) 
The anharmonicity in the crystal is introduced in two different ways. 
First there is the intramolecular anharmonicity that is included by the 
operator 
Η
α
 = -ΑΣ(ΒΙ)2ΒΙ (7) 
η 
where A is defined as the difference between the fundamental molecular 
excitation energy and half of the exitation energy of the doubly excited 
state. It can be shown that if the intramolecular anharmonicities of 
third and fourth order arc taken into account by means of a contact 
transformation [7], we obtain a Hamiltonian of the form Η — HQ + H
a
. 
The intermolecular anharmonicity is introduced by 
Η^ϊΣ'π^Β^Βΐ, (8) 
nm 
where W
nm
 describes the interaction between the doubly excited states 
on the molecules η and τη. By the use of Eq. (2) we can write Eqs. (7) 
and (8) as 
»« + Ht = - Σ Σ Σ
 A
~
ÍW¿k + ")BlBlBk.,Bk+k.-k.. (9) 
к к' к" 
with 
W(k) = Σ W
nm
 exp [ік • (τη - η)] . (10) 
We want to obtain the two-vibron states and energies, so we have 
to diagonalize the total Hamiltonian Η = HQ + H
a
 + Ht in a basis of 
harmonic two-vibron states. These can be written as 
M = BlBl\0). (11) 
Because these states contain two crystal excitations they can be labeled 
by two independent wave vectors. The matrix elements of the Hamilto­
nian are easily calculated. 
(24ql\H\2kk,)=6{q + q'-k-k') 
'fU ь j . A ïA-Wik+k') 6(q- k)(ek+£k') N 
(12) 
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From the first delta-function it is clear that only two-vibron states with 
equal total wave vector гиге mixed. Therefore, the Hamiltonian (12) can 
be diagonalized separately for each wave vector К = k+k'. The structure 
of the Hamiltonian is extremely simple; it can be considered as the sum 
of a diagonal matrix and a constant matrix. 
The formal solution for the eigenstates of this Hamiltonian was given 
by Agranovich [14] by the use of the Greens function method. The two-
vibron Greens function for a given К contains an integration over the 
first Brillouin zone. Since this integration over fc cannot be performed 
analytically, it is replaced by a summation over a grid of fc-points. This 
is equivalent with the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (12), 
where fc runs over this grid. For convergence, the number of points, 
and thus the dimension of the matrix, must become very large. Standard 
diagonalization routines are too slow and too storage intensive for solving 
this eigenvalue problem. But because of the special structure of the 
Hamiltonian a simple diagonalization scheme can be used. In matrix 
form the Hamiltonian can be written EUS 
H(K) = D(K) + C{K) (13) 
where D{K) is the diagonal matrix with elements 
В
чк
{К) = 6
чк
{е
ч
 + €к-ц) (14α) 
and C(K) is the constant matrix 
еда-..-**™. (m) 
We omit the Ä"-dependence of the matrices and write С as 
C = c l l T (15) 
where l i s a column vector of length N with all elements equal to 1. For 
a certain eigenvector e' the eigenvalue problem looks like 
(В + сПт)е*=ш'е' . (16) 
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We now define the scalar α as 
a=clTel (17) 
and write the eigenvalue problem of Eq. (16) for row q as 
(е
ч
 + ек-
ч
)е1
ч
 + а = шгег
ч
. (18) 
If ω' φ e , + εκ-
ч
 then the component q of eigenvector е г is given by 
e
« = , ( \ Τ · (19) 
4
 ω
1
 - (ε, + εκ-q) 
Inserting Eq. (19) into Eq. (17) gives 
1
 = У Г^ Τ" (20) 
γ ω' - (ε, + САГ-,) 
The eigenvalues ω' can thus be found as the zeros of the function 
/(
ω
) = У r-î - 1 . (21) 
Eq. (20) is the same as Eq. (20a) derived by Agranovich [14] by the use 
of Greens functions. The function f (ω) is singular for ω — eq + εκ-4 , 
i.e. when the state with energy ω lies within the two-vibron band. In 
the Greens function method these poles are avoided by adding a small 
imaginary component to ω. Here, we deal with a finite grid of points q 
and we use an algorithm that finds ω in a stable manner, even when it 
coincides with ε , + εκ-q or lies close to such a pole. It can be proved 
that between every two values of ε , + εκ-q there will be exactly one 
ω
1
 which cannot be equal to one of the diagonal elements ε , + εκ-q 
unless this element is degenerate [15]. Such a zero of /(ω) can be found 
by the Newton-Raphson procedure. If the eigenvalues ω1 are known the 
corresponding eigenvectors can be found by the use of Eq. (19) where α 
is simply the normalization constant of the eigenvector. Next wc consider 
the case of degenerate diagonal elements. If g is the degeneracy of a given 
diagonal element then there are g — 1 roots ω1 which are exactly equal 
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to this element. In this case it follows from Eq. (18) that a = 0. From 
Eq. (17) and the fact that с ^ 0 we obtain the following condition for the 
corresponding eigenvectors 
Σ< = 0· ( 2 2 ) 
4 
For all the components ег
ч
 with vectors q for which ε , + εκ-q φ '¿>% we 
know from Eq. (19) that e' = 0. This is sufficient to determine all the 
remaining eigenvectors. 
4-2.2. Luminescence intensities 
If we want to compare the calculated two-vibron spectra with laser lu-
minescence spectra we have to calculate the luminescence intensities of 
the two-vibron transitions. The intensity is proportional to the oscillator 
strength of the transition: К/І/хІг)!2, where |г) is the initial state, |/) the 
final state of the luminescence process and μ is the dipolo moment oper­
ator. In the luminescence experiments of Kato et al. [13] the initial state 
is an electronically excited state (singlet or triplet) with no vibrations 
excited 
|t) = lU1 0 v i b ) . (23a) 
The final state in the luminescence process under consideration is the 
electronic ground state with a two-vibron state excited 
|/) = |0C| 2 ^ i b ) . (23b) 
For the electronically excited state we can assume the exciton model 
I1*) = - ^ E e x p [ ¿ f c - n ] i1») Π 1°-) · (2 4) 
The transition dipolo moment then becomes 
Ші) = -^=^2ех
Р
[ік.п}(2уІЪ\^\0^) (25) 
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where 
/^ = Ю М п Ю (26) 
is the electronic transition dipole moment on molecule n. The two-vibron 
states are the solutions of Eq. (16) 
|2Гь> = Е е ^ ) і ? Х - , і 0 ІЬ>· (27) 
The electronic transition dipole moment is expanded up to second 
order in the normal coordinates of the vibration 
(28) 
nth 
^ = 
диІ 
YdQn 
d^ = \ 
dL2i 
dVn' e l i 
ôQ2„Jo (29) 
YdQndQT 
We have omitted the label η for S-^ and d^ because all the nitrite ions 
in NaNO-i axe equivalent. With the aid of the relation 
Qn
 = -im E( £ f c )" ' e xP t¿fc · n](Bt + Blfc) (30) 
we can calculate the transition dipole moment in Eq. (25) 
(oel 2 у , 1 > | і ; ь ov'b) = è{K-k) 
y/2Ñ 
Σν4{Κ)Υ{ε4εΚ-4)-2 
with 
χ prf») + {d? + dg) )'] 
< 2 ) = ^ d ( n 2 2 , e x p [ ¿ g - ( m - n ) ] 
(31) 
(32) 
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From the delta function follows the selection rule that the fc-vector is 
conserved in the luminescence process. 
In the calculation of the luminescence intensities we assumed that 
the transition dipole moment of the nitrite ion is mainly dependent on the 
vibration of the molecule itself and is little influenced by the vibrations 
of the other molecules: d^2) ^> d„m· This simplifies Eq. (31) and the 
oscillator strength now becomes 
|(0e l 2 ^ " ь И 1 й ( Г ь ) | 2 = \^\£е*
ч
(К)(е
ч
е
К
-
ч
Г
12\2 . (33) 
4.3. Computational aspects 
The vibron energies ε , that form the diagonal elements of the two-vibron 
Hamiltonian in Eq. (12) are calculated as described in chapter 3. We have 
used the same atom-atom and intramolecular potentials and included 
the ionic polarizabilities by the shell model. But in contrast with the 
calculations in the previous chapter, where all the molecular degrees of 
freedom were taken into account simultaneously, only the 1/2 bending 
mode of the nitrite ion was included now. As found in the previous 
chapter, the coupling between the 1/2 vibron and the other vibrons and 
lattice vibrations is very small and can be neglected. 
The interaction between the doubly excited states on the molecules 
η and m is given by 
^
n m
 = ( 2 „ 0
m
| V | 0 „ 2
m
) (34) 
where Fi s the crystal potential and |2„) is the doubly excited molecular 
1/2 vibration on molecule n. If we make a Taylor expansion of the crystal 
potential up to fourth order in the normal coordinates of the molecular 
vibration and apply the well-known rules for matrix elements of hcirmonic 
oscillator functions we obtain 
"
m
 8Ω2 
a
4
 ν 
dQldQ^Jo (35) 
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The atomic displacements are related to the normal coordinates by the 
eigenvectors / of the molecular vibration 
"λαη = haQn , (36) 
where a labels the atoms in molecule η and λ the cartesian directions. 
If we consider the crystal potential as the sum of atom-atom potentials 
we obtain for Eq. (35) 
d^Vnamß " 
duxanduxiondußßmdu^ßm\0 (37) 
Χ 1\αΙ\'αΙμβΙμ'β ! 
where VnQmß is the interaction between atom a of molecule η and atom 
β of molecule m . For the calculation of W
nm
 we have used the same 
atom-atom potential as in the calculations of the fundamental excita­
tions. Although the atom-atom potential contains Coulomb interactions 
between point charges, we take the fourth derivative of this potential and 
there are no 0 —» 2 transition dipoles. So there will be no LO-TO split­
ting of the two-vibron levels. Experimentally this splitting has not been 
observed either [13]. 
For the calculation of the two-vibron energies for К = 0 we have 
used a basis of 18413 harmonic two-vibron functions (g-points). For the 
total density of two-vibron states and the luminescence spectrum induced 
by broadband excitation a further integration over the Brillouin zone has 
to be performed. This was done by the application of the quadratic 
integration scheme developed by Wiesenekker et al. [16-17], using 50 K-
points. In this case, the energies in every Ä"-point were calculated with 
a basis of 2411 harmonic two-vibron functions. 
Wnm
 -
 8Ω2 Σ Σ Σ 
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Frequency ( c m - 1 ) 
Fig . 1 Density of two-vibron states for К = 0 and A = 0.8 c m - 1 . 
1640 
4.4. Results and discussion 
First we have calculated the two-vibron spectra for К — 0. From 
the diagonalization of the two-vibron Hamiltonian results a continuous 
band of eigenvalues and no bound bivibron state is split off. In Fig. 1 we 
have plotted the number of eigenvalues as a function of the energy for 
К = 0. This К = 0 density of states in Fig. 1 was calculated using an 
anharmonicity constant A of 0.8 c m - 1 as estimated by Kato et αϊ. from 
luminescence spectra [13]. From the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
two-vibron Hamiltonian it is clear that a quasi-bound bivibron state is 
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Fig. 2 Luminescence intensities calculated for different values of the anhar­
monicity constant A. 
present on the lower energy side of the spectrum but is not split off. It is 
not visible in the К = 0 density of states because it is only a single state 
among 18412 two-vibron states. Calculations with other anharmonicity 
constants A show that the К = 0 density of states is not significantly 
influenced by value of A. 
This is different for the luminescence intensity of the two-vibron line. 
Because of the large uncertainty in the anharmonicity constant given by 
Kato et al. , A — 0.8 ±0.5 c m - 1 , we have calculated the luminescence in-
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Fig. 3 Comparison between the measured (left) and calculated 
(right) luminebccnce intensities at К = 0 The energy scale is 
reversed and the experimental peak is shifted to the position of 
the calculated peak 
tensities for A = 0.3, 0.8 and 1 3 c m - 1 . The results are plotted in Fig 2. 
One observes that the lineshape changes dramatically if the anharmonic-
ity constant is changed by only 1.0 c m - 1 . For A = 0.3 c m - 1 the overtone 
state is so strongly coupled to the two-vibron states that it is not visible 
in the luminescence spectrum and the spectrum resembles the К = 0 
density of states. For A = 0.8 c m - 1 we begin to observe a quasi-bound 
state The peak resulting from this quasi-bound state appears on the low 
energy side of the spectrum. For A = 1.3 c m - 1 the quasi-bound state be­
comes much more pronounced and the spectrum consists of a sharp peak 
with a broad shoulder on the high energy side. It is still quasi-bound, 
however, because it lies within the band of two-vibron states. 
We can compare the calculated luminescence spectrum at К = 0 
with the narrow band singlet luminescence spectrum measured by Kato 
et al. [13]. In these experiments the КаМОз crystal was excited by a laser 
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Fig. 4 Comparison between the measured (left) and calculated 
(right) triplet luminescence intensities. 
with a photon energy of 17 c m - 1 above the excitation energy of the sin­
glet exciton state. In this way, besides the singlet exciton, only phonons 
with energies below 17 c m - 1 can be excited. These acoustic phonons have 
wa\'e vectors close to the zone center and, therefore, also the excitons will 
have small K. Because of the low temperature in the experiments (2 K) 
the redistribution of the exciton wave vectors over the Brillouin zone will 
be slow [18,19] and the luminescence spectrum is generated by states with 
wave vectors close to zero. In Fig. 3 we have compared the 2u2 lineshape 
measured in these experiments with the calculated luminescence spec­
trum for A = 1.3 c m - 1 which gives the best correspondence. In order 
to compare the calculations with the experiments we have reversed the 
energy scale. 
Kato et al. also performed measurements on the triplet luminescence 
spectra of the overtones of the 1/2 vibration. The NaNC^ crystal was ex­
cited by a mercury lamp which leads to a broadband excitation. Besides 
the triplet exciton, lattice vibrations with wave vectors throughout the 
Brillouin zone axe generated. Triplet excitons with wave vectors in the 
entire Brillouin zone give rise to luminescence. We have integrated the 
luminescence intensities over the Brillouin zone and under the assump-
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Fig. 5 Comparison between the measured (left) and calculated (right) broad­
band excited bmglet Іитіпеьсепсе intensiities. The calculations were done with 
A = 1.3 с т - 1 
tion that the /f-distribution of triplet exciton states is uniform we can 
compare our result with the measured 2^0 line. The correspondence be­
tween the measured and calculated lines is good as can be seen in Fig. 4, 
where we have again used an anharmonicity constant A = 1.3 c m - 1 . 
The bivibron peak in the calculated spectrum is very narrow because 
the intermolecular anharmonicity W(K) that causes the dispersion of 
the bivibron is very small, typically 0.005 c m _ ] , and the coupling to the 
two-vibron states is weak. 
Finally we may compare the calculated luminescence intensities with 
the spectrum measured by broadband excitation of the singlet exciton 
state of the NaN02 crystal [13]. Since the dispersion of this singlet state 
is of the same order of magnitude as the dispersion of the two-vibron 
band, we have to account for the exciton dispersion. In the calculation 
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of the luminescence spectrum of the single-vibron state in the previous 
chapter we have assumed a cosine shaped dispersion of the singlet exciton 
band and a width of 5.0 c m - 1 . This yielded very reasonable results for 
the lineshape of the V2 luminescence and so we use the same model in the 
calculation of the lineshape of the 2^2 luminescence following broadband 
singlet excitation. For these calculations we again used A = 1.3 c m - 1 
because in the previous calculations this gave a good correspondence 
with the experimental results. In Fig. 5 we have compared the calculated 
lineshape of the broadband singlet luminescence peak with the measured 
one. We observe that the width of the measured band is about 3 c m - 1 
larger than the calculated width. In the calculations in the previous 
chapter on the singlet luminescence peak of the ι*; vibration it was shown 
that the width of the calculated band was also about 3 c m - 1 too small. 
This leads to the conclusion that the assumed width of the singlet exciton 
band is probably slightly underestimated. The calculated band has a 
sharper peak at the lower energy side originating from the quasi-bound 
states. In the measured band this peak is not so pronounced. The 2^2 
band was measured at Τ = 4.2 К. It was demonstrated that at such low 
temperatures the singlet states are not uniformly distributed throughout 
the Brillouin zone [18,19] and the measured lineshape might be distorted 
due to this nonuniform distribution. 
In conclusion, we can say that the coupling between the nitrite over­
tone vibration and the two-vibron states in solid NaN02 is weak enough 
to allow for a quasi-bound bivibron to be formed, as it was already con­
cluded from the luminescence experiments by Kato et al. [13]. If we 
assume an anharmonicity constant of 1.3 c m - 1 for the 1/2 bending vi­
bration of the nitrite ion, which is somewhat higher than the value of 
0.8 ± 0.5 c m - 1 estimated by Kato et al., we can very well explain the lu­
minescence lineshapes measured by narrow band excitation of the singlet 
exciton state and by broadband excitation of the triplet exciton state. 
Also the calculated luminescence lineshape for broadband excitation of 
the singlet exciton state is in reasonable agreement with the measured 
lineshape, if we assume a cosine shaped dispersion for the singlet exciton 
band and a width of somewhat more than 5 c m - 1 for this band. 
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Abstract 
Starting from an ab mitio H2-H2 potential that contains anisotropic short 
range and dispersion terms, in addition to the quadrupole-quadrupole inter­
actions, we have performed lattice dynamics calculations for the onentation-
ally disordered hexagonal (Лср) and ordered cubic (Pa3) phases of solid (or 
tho/para) hydrogen and deuterium The method used is the time-dependent 
Hartree formalism, with the explicit inclusion of translation rotation cou­
pling By an anharmomc expansion of the potential through sixth order in 
the molecular displacements and the use of wave functions for the trans-
lational vibrations that are sufficiently flexible to adapt to this strong an-
harmomcity, we could avoid the usual (effective) Jastrow correction to the 
potential The calculated phonon and roton/libron frequencies are in fairly 
good agreement with infrared/Raman and neutron scattering data, sigmf 
icantly better in general than the results from earlier (separate) phonon 
calculations and roton or hbron calculations that have used empirical poten­
tials The transition pressure for ordering рага-Нг or ortho Dj appears to be 
dominated by the classica! quadrupole-quadrupole interactions It is signifi-
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cantly affected by the increase of the rotational constant and, especially, by 
the reduction of the quadrupole moment, which follow from a shortening of 
the intramolecular bond. Translation-rotation coupling yields the observed 
mixing of phonons and rotons at high pressure, but its effect on the transi­
tion pressure is minute. The remaining discrepancy between the calculated 
and observed transition pressures must be caused by three-body interactions 
and by correlations between the molecular motions that are beyond the TDH 
approximation. 
5.1. Introduction 
Although solid hydrogen is the simplest crystal from a chemical point of 
view, it shows many phenomena that make it interesting for experimen­
tal investigations and theoretical studies [1-3]. At extremely high pres­
sures, estimated around 300 GPa [4], it will probably undergo a transi­
tion from the molecular phase to an atomic and, possibly, metallic phase. 
Such pressures are becoming available to experimentalists in the near fu­
ture [5,6]. But, even in the molecular phases, which axe studied in the 
present paper, a number of problems still remain to be solved. There is a 
large difference between the phase diagrams of para-hydrogen (р-Нг) and 
ortho-deuterium (0-D2) on the one hand, and ortho-hydrogen (0-H2) and 
para-deuterium (р-Ог) on the other. Because of the weakly anisotropic 
interactions and the large rotational constant, the free rotor states of the 
molecules practically do not mix at normal pressure. In р-Нг and 0-D2 
the ground state has 1 = 0 and the molecules have no preferred orienta­
tion. Only at very high pressures the admixture of higher I states caused 
by the anisotropic interactions is sufficiently large to induce a transition 
to an orientationally ordered state. In 0-D2 this transition has been found 
at a pressure of 27.8 GPa, while in р-Нг it has still not been observed for 
pressures up to 54 GPa [7]. In 0-H2 and P-D2 the rotational ground state 
has I = 1 and the molecules crystallize in an orientationally ordered Pa3 
structure. Because the splitting between the three states with I = 1 is 
small, there is an order to disorder transition already at very low temper-
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ature . The transition temperature found in 0-H2 is 2.8 К and in р-Ог 
3.8 К [8]. 
It will be clear that the standard harmonic lattice dynamics method 
is not at all applicable to the rotations in solid H2 and D2. Also the trans-
lational vibrations are strongly anhaxmonic because of the small mass of 
the molecules. Previous calculations on the lattice dynamics of р-Нз and 
0-D2 always treated the translational and rotational vibrations separately. 
Klein and Koehler used the Self-Consistent Phonon (SCP) method to cal­
culate the translational phonon frequencies of hydrogen and deuterium [9] 
from an isotropic Lennard-Jones potential, while Mertens and Biem used 
the random phase approximation (RPA) [10]. In both calculations the 
intermolecular potential was modified by a Jastrow correction to account 
for the short range correlation effects. 
In the numerous calculations on the high pressure ordering in P-H2 
and 0-D2 only the rotational motions of the molecules are considered. The 
first attempts to predict a critical density for the phase transition were 
made by Felsteiner and Friedman [11] and by England, Raich and Etters 
[12]. These calculations used the mean field approximation and gave 
densities that are considerably too small. Lagendijk and Silvera included 
the effect of orientational correlations by calculating the roton spectrum 
of P-H2 and 0-D2 with the use of an electrostatic quadrupole-quadrupole 
potential [13]. Actually their roton Hamiltonian is identical to the RPA 
Hamiltonian, and it has been shown [14,15] that the occurrence of soft 
rotons (i.e. zero or imaginary RPA eigenfrequencies) indicates the lack 
of stability of the mean field solutions. They found that at the phase 
transition one roton in the spectrum becomes soft in a specific point of 
the Brillouin zone. But the calculated critical density still is too low. 
Aviram et al. [16-18] used a variational Monte Carlo method to 
find the orientational ground state of the crystal. By the introduction 
of a Jastrow factor in the trial wave function the critical density in o-
D2 could be reproduced very well [18]. However, Sprik and Klein [19] 
point out that the Jastrow function used by Aviram et al. does not 
possess the correct symmetry and so these results must be treated with 
caution. Sprik ала Klein conclude that a correct variational rotational 
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wave function with Jastrow factor, in combination with an electrostatic 
quadrupole-quadrupole potential plus anisotropic exchange repulsions, 
cannot account for the observed critical density in о-Ог. They suggest 
that translation-rotation coupling and the decrease of the intramolecular 
bond length might play an important role. These effects axe investigated 
in the present paper. Another (variational and diffusion) Quantum Monte 
Carlo study of the ground state in р-Нг has been made by Ceperley and 
Alder [4], who treat the electrons and the nuclei simultaneously. They 
estimate that orientational ordering in ρ-Ή.2 will occur at pressures around 
100 GPa. Although they examined a number of crystal structures, the 
molecular hep lattice was not included. 
Theoretical studies on 0-H2 and р-Вг are less numerous. They mostly 
concern pure translational phonons [9] and pure rotational motions (li-
brons) [20], just as the studies on р-Нг and 0-D2. Translation-rotation 
coupling is only included in the very complete RPA calculations on o-
H2 and P-D2 by Mertens and Biem [10], who have used an empirical 
anisotropic intermolecular potential. 
In the lattice dynamics calculations presented in this paper we have 
used an ab ¿mizo potential of Schäfer and Meyer [21], improved by Schäfer 
and Köhler [22] through a multiproperty analysis. In addition to the 
quadrupole-quadrupole interactions, this potential contains anisotropic 
exchange and dispersion terms and it is represented by a spherical expan-
sion [23]. The potential anisotropy is fully included in the lattice dynamic 
calculations, the anharmonic expansion of the potential in the transla-
tional displacements is truncated only after the sixth power. We have first 
performed mean field calculations on the translational vibrations and ro-
tations separately and next we have introduced the correlation between 
the mean field excitations as well as the effects of translation-rotation 
coupling by the time-dependent Hartree (TDH) method. At Τ = 0 К 
this method is identical to the RPA method but, in contrast with the 
latter, it remains valid at higher temperature, when the thermal energy 
becomes comparable with the excitation energies of the system. By the 
TDH method we could calculate the phonon and roton dispersion curves 
for P-H2 and 0-D2 and the phonon and libron dispersion curves for 0-H2 
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and p-D 2 . Also the influence of the roton-phonon coupling on the high 
pressure phase transition in ρ-Ή.2 and 0-D2 was studied, as well as the 
stability of the orientationally ordered (Pa3) and disordered fee and hep 
phases in 0-H2 and ρ-Ό2. 
5.2. Theory 
We consider a crystal that consists of molecules with their centers of mass 
at the positions Гр = Rp+up, where Rp are the equilibrium positions and 
«p the displacements of the molecules p. The orientations of the molecule 
axe described by a set of polar angles Wp. The crystal Hamiltonian is then 
given by 
Η = ΣΤ{ηρ) + Σΐ(ω
ρ
) + -ΣΣφρ
ρ
,(ηρ,ωρ,η
ρ
,,ω
ρ
.). (1) 
P P P p'^P 
It contains the kinetic energy terms for the translational and rotational 
motions of the molecules and the intermolecular potential. 
The translational and rotational mean field Hamiltonians are given 
by 
Hj(up) = T(tip) + X>Pp.(«p,uv,tv,uy))L*Vr,' (2a) 
P'*P 
Η£(ωρ) = 1{ω
ρ
) + ]Г(Фр
р
,(и
р
,и>р,«
р
,,и
Р
0} І ' '7 Т>\ (2Ь) 
Р'*Р 
where (Х)Кр means the thermodynamic average of X over the eigen-
states of Hp with Κ = Τ or L. From these equations it follows that 
the translational and rotational Hamiltonians are coupled and we have 
to solve them in an iterative way. The translational Hamiltonians are 
diagonalized in a basis of three-dimensional spherical harmonic oscillator 
functions [24]. The basis for the molecular rotations consists of tessera! 
harmonics (real combinations of spherical harmonics). 
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The intermolecular potential is written in the form of a spherical 
expansion 
Φ PP' 
i m Ν / 
хС^(«
р
)С£>
Р
0СМ,(5 )· 
(3) 
Неге rPpi = (Rp' + ирі) — (Rp + Up) and f pp· is the unit vector along 
Гррі. The functions С1
т
(ш) are Racah spherical harmonics, the expres­
sion in large parethesis is a 3-j symbol [25] and the summations run 
over Í = {l\,l2,h} a^d ^71 = {тпі,тп2ітз}· The expansion coefficients 
ФІ{ГРР') reflect explicitly the anisotropy of the intermolecular potential. 
In order to make this potential explicitly dependent also on the molecular 
displacements Up and Up' Briels et al. [26] made a Taylor expansion of 
the potential in both these displacements. Here, we derive the same ex­
pansion in a form that is amenable to much faster calculation [27]. First 
we expand the part of the potential that depends on the displacements 
as a Taylor series in uPp> = Up' — Up 
4>l(rPP')Cl¿3(rpp,) = Y2 («PP' · V)
c 
α = 0 α! 
Φι(κ
ΡΡ
·)οι>№
ΡΡ
>) (4) 
We can evaluate this expression by means of the gradient formula in 
spherical tensor form [25] 
Ti-i Tli ^ ' 
where the operator А^^СЯрр') is given by 
^3fc,(^PP')=(-l)'3{41,1,-i 
-
¿ f c i , / 3 + l 
1/2 h(2h - 1)1 ' (_d_ /э + П 
2/з + 1 J \dRpp, Rpp. ) 
•1)(2/з + 3 ) 1 1 / 2 (_d (з_\ Ì 
2/з + 1 J \dRpp, Rpp·)]' 
(5) 
(6) 
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Using this relation in Eq. (4) gives 
<Mrpp,)c^(V) = ^  ЬпГ Σ '<£(ДРР<) 
α! 
fcifcs 
τ ι . τ ι « * ' 
(7) 
The coefficients ' И ^ ^ (-Rpp') can be calculated with the following recur­
sion relation 
•<,(*,,)=Ρ*.-Η)(-Ι)' ·+ Ις(i; I *„•){£ •; ','} 
х^^лпррО'Ч":
1
^^'), 
(8) 
with 
' ^ L C ^ P P ' ) = SbrfbJ, \/2/з + 1 ^(Лрр.) (9) 
and the expression in braces being a 6-j coefficient. 
Now we can split (upp')aCn5 (**PP') i a factors dependent on the molec­
ular displacements up and tip' [28] 
α Q] mm(fci + Ai,a2) 
(uPPrckn\(upp>) = ς Σ Σ Е Е ^ Г ; , - , А : 
α ι = 0 λ 1 = Ο X2 = |fc, - λ , Ι μι Mj 
x(uPrcxßi(üp)(up,rcxßi(up,), 
where «2 is given by »2 = <* — <*! and the coefficients are 
oiAiMjQaAjiij V íJ 
(a + fc1 + l)!!(a-fc1)!!(2A1 + 1)(2λ2 + 1) 
2 M 2
 (10) 
χ (αϊ + λι + 1)!!(αι - λι)!!(θ2 + λ2 + 1)!!(α2 - Аг)!! 
λ2 
(И) 
f h Αι h\ f h Αι 
\0 0 о Д - п і μι 
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Introducing this into Eq. (3) and Eq. (7), the intermolecular potential 
reads 
Φρρ·(«ρ.ωρ.«ί»',ωρ') = Y,Yí(up)ai^l(up)C^i(Up)X/ílfí2(Rppl) 
Λι Л 2 
х( Пс^(йр')<^>рО, 
(12) 
where Л stands for the set of indices {α, λ, μ, Ι, m}, and X\1\2 is given 
by 
Ізтз fclfcj 
Tij 712 
(13) 
This expansion is considerably simpler than that given in Ref. [26] be­
cause there is only one recurrence relation needed for the coefficients 
'Wfc к (Rpp')i instead of two. 
Knowing the single-molecule eigenstates for the translations and the 
rotations, we can calculate the collective excitation energies of the crystal 
by using the time-dependent Hartree (TDH) method. This method is 
described in Refs. [26,29,30]; at zero temperature it is equivalent with 
the random phase approximation. From the TDH method it follows that 
the lattice frequencies are the eigenvalues of the TDH matrix 
Mtq)=(x-***(*) -P*W λ (Η) 
The diagonal matrix χ contains the mean field excitation energies 
Ха,Ь,і,К;а',Ь',і',К' = ^аа'^ЬЬ'^гг'^ Κ Κ' [ε"κ - ^ Ц - ] , (Щ 
where c¡a¡( is the mean field energy of excitation level α of a molecule of 
sublattice г; K{= Τ or L) labels the type of excitation (translational or 
rotational). We choose ε^ > ε^, so elements of χ are always positive. 
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The matrix Ρ is also diagonal and contains the population differences of 
the mean field states 
.(») 5(b) ι 
Ра,Ь,і,К,а',Ь',і',К' = ^aa'^bb'^ii'^KK'^ji - -^Д' ] (16) 
with 
D(«) 
ι,Κ 
cxp ( - * » ) 
Eexp(-0eA) (17) 
and β = (kT) 1 . The matrix Ф(д) describes the interactions between 
the mectn field states of different molecules 
^a,b,t,K;a',V,i',K'(Q) = 
^ е х р (
г 9 . А п ) ( ^ ^ | ( Ф { 0 Л { п У } ) , ' Л ' с ; г ' ' ^ | А ^ } 
η 
+*η·^^ΣΣ(<"Κ^|<φίο.·}ί»^·'ο>,,,Λ,"'*Η<0Μί.>. 
и " г" 
(18) 
where V", ¿ is the mean field state corresponding with ε^0¿·, g is the wave 
vector, η labels the unit cells and K
c
 is the complement of K. At the 
moan field level the translations and rotations were treated separately, 
but from Eq.(18) it is clear that in the TDH matrix the rotations and 
translations are coupled by matrix elements with Κ φ К'. 
If we calculate the lattice frequencies in this way the frequencies of 
the acoustical phonons in the Г-point, which correspond with uniform 
translations of the lattice, are not exactly equal to zero. The correct 
translational invariance can be imposed on the TDH matrix. This implies 
that we have to recalculate the translational mean field energies. If the 
difference between the recalculated and the original mean field energies 
is small the calculation is consistent. 
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5.3. Computational aspects 
The angular and distance dependence of the intermolecular potential is 
given by Eq. (3), with the expansion coefficients 
φι(Κ) =C¡T ехрІ-о/Л - Ь|Л2] + С ^ ' Д - ' ' -^1 
+ C¡e)R-6 + C¡S)R-e + C^R-10. ( 1 9 ) 
The first term represents the short range interactions that decay expo-
nentially, the second term the multipole-multipole interactions and the 
last three terms the dispersion interactions. In each of the terms we 
include all anisotropic contributions up to Іі,І2 = 2 inclusive; the only 
relevant multipole term is the quadrupole-quadrupole (ίι,/2,'3 = 2,2,4) 
interaction. Schäfer and Köhler [22] have tabulated every term in the 
spherical expansion on a grid of .R-points. The short range parameters 
in Eq. (19) were obtained by fitting exponential functions to the short 
range part of this intermolccular potential; the multipole and dispersion 
coefficients are explicitly given in Ref. [22]. 
Because of the relative weakness of the anisotropic interactions in the 
crystal a small basis for the calculation of the rotational mean field states 
was sufficient. For ρ-Ή.2 and 0-D2 we included tesserai harmonics up to 
'mai = 2 and for 0-H2 and Ρ-Ό2 up to l
max
 = 3. Because of the large 
anharmonicity in the translational motions the number of basis functions 
in the calculation of the translational states was much larger. Oscillator 
functions up to n
max
 = 4 were taken into account, which results in a 
basis of 35 functions. In these spherical harmonic oscillator functions 
there is a scaling parameter A which is used to optimize the basis [26]. In 
case of a harmonic Hamiltonian we should use A = {Μω/h}1, with M 
being the molecular mass and ω the harmonic oscillator frequency. For 
the anharmonic Hamiltonian we chose A = {Μ(ε^ — ε^0^)/η2} , with 
ε^
1) — ε^0) being the first translational mean field excitation energy. 
In the calculations at normal pressure the maximum range of the 
intermolecular potential was set at 8.0 A; in the hep structure this cor­
responds with a lattice sum over six shells (56 molecules), in the fee 
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Fig. 1: Single-molecule potential in р-Нг (normal pressure hep phase) for 
displacements (u
x
') along the crystallographic α-direction. The dashed lines are 
Taylor expansions of this potential including all powers {uI')a for а < o m „ . 
The arrows indicate the equilibrium positions of the nearest neighbors. 
structure with four shells (54 molecules). For the higher pressures these 
lattice sums were extended to a maximum of 86 molecules. 
It is well-known that the potential wells for the molecules in solid 
hydrogen and deuterium are fax from harmonic. So if we want a good 
representation of the potential as a power series in the molecular dis­
placements we have to go beyond quadratic terms. In Fig. 1 the potential 
energy is given for a hydrogen molecule in the hep lattice as a function 
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Table 1: Nearest neighbor distance, lattice free energy and root mean square 
displacement of the molecules in p-Hj and 0-D2 at normal pressure. 
P-H2 
calculated (T = 0 K) 
experiment (T = 5 K) 
0-D2 
calculated (T = 0 K) 
experiment (T = 5 K) 
.R„„ (nm) 
0.3887 
0.3789 И 
0.3680 
0.3605 l2l 
A (kJ/mol) 
-0.56 
-0.75 M 
-0.99 
-1.10 M 
W (nm) 
0.059 
0.068 I " ! 
0.045 
0.050 I32) 
of the displacement, while all other molecules were pinned to their equi­
librium positions. Prom this figure it is clear that the expansion of the 
potential should not be truncated before the sixth order terms. It is also 
made obvious why the harmonic approximation (а
тах
 = 2) fails for solid 
hydrogen. If the translational wave function of the molecule consists of 
a single Gaussian, as assumed in the self-consistent phonon method [9] 
and in the RPA method of Mertens and Biem [10], a Jastrow correlation 
factor had to be introduced to cut off the tail of this Gaussian [31]. Thus, 
the overlap of the wave functions of neighboring molecules is kept within 
reasonable limits. In our case, the translational wave functions are linear 
combinations of (up to) 35 harmonic oscillator functions in which the 
tails can be cancelled out. The tails of the resulting wave functions are 
indeed much smaller and thus a Jastrow function is not needed. 
We have optimized the crystal structure by minimizing the free en­
ergy at the mean field level. In Table 1 the nearest neighbor distance, the 
lattice energy and the root mean square of the translational displacements 
are given at the optimum structure for the hep lattices of р-Нг and 0-D2. 
In both cases the optimized nearest neighbor distance is somewhat too 
large and the root mean square of the translations is slightly too small. 
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Table 2 Phonon frequencies (in cm I ) in the hep phases at normal pressure 
P-H2 
0-D2 
E2, 
Bu 
Ег, 
Bu 
experiment 
( Г = 4 2 / 5 К) 
37 8 
819 
38 3 
816 
[32] 
[33] 
[32] 
[33] 
this work 
45 4 
96 8 
39 0 
86 1 
calculated (T = 0 
SCP [9] 
40 5" 
118 3 a 
38 2° 
108 3" 
»/35 7') 
>/87 5») 
>/33.76) 
)/80 4') 
К) 
RPA [10] 
48 4 
110 5 
45 2 
97 8 
a) from the displacement-displacement correlation function (Ω*) 
b) eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix (ац) 
This is caused by the mean field approximation. In the calculations of the 
lattice frequencies we have used the optimized lattice parameters given 
in Table 1. For the rotational constant of hydrogen we have taken В = 
0.7065 kJ/mol = 59.06 c m - 1 and for deuterium В = 0.3570 kJ/mol = 
29.83 c m " 1 . 
5.4. Results 
5.4•!• Р-П2 and 0-D2 
At zero temperature and normal pressure P-H2 and 0-D2 crystalline 
in the hep structure (space group Dgh). The rotational states of the 
molecules are free rotor states with even /-values. Because of the large 
rotational constants of Hg and D2 the excitation energy (/ = 0 —» / = 2) 
for the rotational states is very large ( « 360 and 180 c m - 1 ) . Therefore, 
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Table 3: Roton frequencies (in cm 1 ) in the hep phases at normal pressure. 
£?i. 
Eii 
E2, 
E2U 
Alg 
Ai
u 
this work 
(T = 0 K) 
346.3 
352.7 
354.8 
356.7 
356.8 
365.6 
r H 2 
experiment [35] 
( Γ = 2 K) 
351.8 
353.8 
355.8 
this work 
(T = 0 K) 
168.3 
176.7 
179.6 
182.0 
182.3 
193.4 
o-D2 
experiment [35] 
( Γ = 2 K) 
176.8 
179.4 
182.0 
the coupling between the rotons and phonons is negligible at normal 
pressures. 
In Table 2 the calculated optical phonon frequencies are compared 
with the experimental values [32,33] and the values calculated earlier by 
Klein and Koehler [9] and by Mertens and Biem [10]. In both these ear­
lier calculations a Jastrow function was used to account for the short 
range correlation. In agreement with experiment [32-34] it is found that 
the phonon frequencies in р-Нг and 0-D2 are almost the same, in spite 
of the mass difference. This indicates that the effective potential in H2 
is softer than in D2, due to the averaging over the zero-point motions 
and the resulting extension of the lattice. Klein and Koehler have ob­
tained lattice frequencies in two different manners: from the poles of the 
displacement-displacement correlation function (Ω*;) and from the eigen­
values of the dynamical matrix (ω*). It is generally believed [32,33] that 
in self-consistent phonon calculations with the use of a Jastrow function 
the values ilk axe more realistic. Klein and Koehler find, however, that 
their u>fc values agree considerably better with experiment. Table 2 shows 
that our calculated phonon frequencies are not as close to experiment as 
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Fig. 2: Phonon dispersion curves for 0-D2 (normal pressure hep phase) calcu­
lated at Τ = О К. The dots are neutron scattering data [33,34] at Г = 4.2/ 
5 К. 
the (¿к values of Klein and Koehler, but substantially better than their fife 
values, and also much better than the frequencies calculated by Mertens 
and Biem. 
In Table 3 our calculated roton frequencies are compared with the 
roton frequencies measured by Bhatnagar et al. [35] in Raman experi­
ments. The agreement is perfect. 
In Fig. 2 the calculated phonon dispersion curves for 0-D2 axe com­
pared with neutron scattering data from Nielsen and M0ller [33,34]. The 
correspondence of the calculated curves with the experimental ones is 
very good and only for the higher frequencies the calculated curves are 
slightly too high. The roton dispersion curves for 0-D2 are plotted in 
Fig. 3. 
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160' ' ' ' ' 
Γ Κ Μ Г A 
Fig. 3: Roton dispersion curves for 0-D2 (normal pressure hep phase), calcu­
lated at Γ = О К. The 3 dots at the Г-point are Raman results [35] at Τ = 2 К. 
The phonon and roton dispersion curves for р-Щ closely resemble 
those of 0-D2 and are not given here. The roton frequencies are twice as 
high as for 0-D2, because of the factor of two in the rotational constants. 
For the phonon frequencies of ρ-Ή.2 the agreement with experiment is 
somewhat less good than for 0-D2; the calculated frequencies are about 
15% too high. Still, this is considerably better than the р-Нг frequencies 
computed by Mertens and Biem, which were about 30% too high. 
In order to predict the high pressure phase transition in р-Нг and to 
reproduce the observed transition pressure for 0-D2, we have calculated 
the lattice frequencies for different lattice constants. The pressure for a 
certain lattice constant was calculated from the Helmholtz free energy A 
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Fig. 4: p-V relation of р-Нг (hep phase) calculated ab initio, Eq. (20), and 
from (semi-)empirical equations of state (T = 0 K). 
at the mean field level with the well-known relation 
-m (20) 
Thus, we have obtained the ρ -V curve completely ab initio. In Fig. 4 
this p-V curve is compared with experimental [36] and semi-empirical 
[37] equations of state. 
This figure shows that our equation of state yields too high pressures, 
which is probably due to the failure of the mean field model. In the 
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Fig. 5: Volume dependence of the Raman-active phonon and 
roton frequencies in р-Нг (hep phase) as calculated. The corre­
sponding experimental curves are given in Fig. 1 of Ref. [7]. The 
dashed line indicates the calculated transition volume and Vo is 
the molar volume at zero pressure. 
following discussion we use the ab initio equation of state, as well as 
an experimental one, to obtain the pressures belonging to the calculated 
molar volumes. 
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In Raman experiments Silvera and Wijngaarden [7,38] measured the 
phonon and roton frequencies of р-Нг and 0-D2 as a function of the 
pressure. In Fig. 5 we present our calculated Raman frequencies as a 
function of the molar volume for p-H-i. The experimental results are 
given in Fig. 1 of Ref. [7]. The correspondence is very good; the molax 
volume at which the avoided crossing between the roton and the phonon 
takes place is exactly the same as found in the experiment. In Fig. 1 
of Ref. [7] we observe that all three roton frequencies slightly increase 
when the pressure is raised. This is probably due to the shortening of the 
intramolecular bond length, which leads to an increase of the rotational 
constant. In our calculations we have not included this effect so far, so the 
calculated roton frequencies do not show the overall raise with increasing 
pressure. Wc return to this point in the discussion of the phase transition 
pressure. 
In order to calculate the volume at which the phase transition takes 
place we can compare the mean field free energies of the disordered (hep) 
phase and the ordered (Pa3) phase. Another way of observing a phase 
transition is by looking for the occurrence of soft lattice modes, through­
out the Brillouin zone. It proves to be difficult to predict the transition 
volume by comparing the free energies, because of the extremely small dif­
ferences in free energy between the two phases. The transition volume is 
therefore calculated by looking for a soft mode. In Fig. 6 the roton disper­
sion curves of 0-D2 are given at the transition volume Vt = 6.34 cm
3/mol. 
Only the rotational excitations of the molecules were considered in this 
calculation. The figure shows that at the M-point in the Brillouin zone 
a roton becomes soft, which indicates that there is a phase transition 
involving the orientations of the molecules. 
The order parameter (C¿ ), which is a measure for the degree of 
localization of the molecules, shows an abrupt change at this phase tran-
sition. In the hep phase, where the order parameter is defined as (C¿ ) 
with respect to the crystallographic c-axis, the molecules are orientation-
ally delocalized and the order parameter is very small (« 5 χ 1 0 - 4 ) . In 
agreement with experiment [7,39], it is not equal to zero, however. So, the 
ground state of the molecules in the disordered phase has nearly / = 0, 
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Fig . 6: Roton dispersion curves for 0-D2 (hep phase) calculated at the transi­
tion pressure. Note the occurrence of a soft roton at the JW-point. 
but there is a very small admixture of the state with l, m = 2,0. In the 
high pressure fee phase (Qj ) is defined with respect to the [1,1,1] axis. 
Just above the phase transition it is equal to 0.3 and with increasing 
pressure there is a further rise of this order parameter. 
We have also calculated the transition volume with the inclusion of 
both rotations and translations. Again, we find a soft roton at the Ai-
point in the Brillouin zone, but it proved that the rotation-translation 
coupling has little influence on the transition volume. In Table 4 we have 
given the calculated transition volumes for both р-Нг and 0-D2 when 
calculated with only rotational excitations and with both rotational and 
translational excitations. The pressures given in Table 4 are calculated 
using the equation of state obtained from the ab initio mean field free 
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Table 4: Volume and pressure of the orientational ordering transition in p-Hj and 0-D2. 
^ H 2 
0-D2 
model 
I 
II 
III 
I V 
I 
II 
III 
I V 
v, 
(cm 3/mol) 
4.35 
4.44 
4.26 
3.98 
6.34 
6.34 
6.12 
5.78 
calculated 
P." ' 
(GPa) 
60 
64 
76 
99 
15 
17 
20 
25 
P,b) 
(GPa) 
42 
39 
44 
55 
12 
12 
13 
16 
experiment [7] 
P< 
(GPa) 
>54 
27.8 
a) obtained from V, via ab imito equation of state, Eq. (20). 
b) obtained from Vt via empirical equation of state [36]. 
Model I : including rotons only. 
Model II : including rotons, phonons and rotation-translation coupling. 
Model III : as II, corrected for H2 bond length shortening, effect on the rotational 
constant В only. 
Model I V : as III, effect on the rotational constant В and on the quadrupole 
moment Q. 
energy, as well as from an empirical equation of state. This table shows 
that for 0-D2, and most probably also for р-Нг, the calculated transition 
pressures are too low compared with experiment. 
From Fig. 1 of Ref. [7] it is clear that the approximation of the 
rotational constant being the same over the whole pressure range does 
not hold. Therefore, we have to consider the change in rotational con­
stant as suggested by Sprik and Klein [19]. We did this by estimating 
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the rotational constant from the frequency shift of the rotons in the Ra-
man spectra [7] and using the following relation derived by Lagendijk 
and Silvera [13] to determine the nearest neighbor distance at the phase 
transition 
RL ~ Ç- (2i) 
Here, Q is the molecular quadnipole moment and В is the rotational 
constant. It is justified to use this relation because the most relevant 
anisotropic interaction, the li,l2,h = 2,2,4 term, is dominated by the 
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction (with contributions of 98% and 99.5% 
at the phase transitions of р-Нг and 0-D2, respectively). From relation 
(21) we can calculate the influence of the rotational constant on the near­
est neighbor distance and thus on the molar volume of the phase transi­
tion. The corrected transition volumes are also given in Table 4. 
The change of the intramolecular bond length not only affects the ro­
tational constant of the molecules but also their quadnipole moment. We 
can estimate the change in the quadnipole moment from calculations by 
Poll and Wolniewicz [40]. In Table 4 the transition volumes are also given 
when calculated with the corrected rotational constant and quadnipole 
moment. It is clear that the effect of the change in quadrupole moment is 
larger than the effect of the change in rotational constant and that both 
corrections are certainly not negligible. For 0-D2 the transition pressure 
calculated in this way corresponds very well to the transition pressure 
found in experiments, if we use the ab initio equation of state. This is 
probably fortuitous because we have to keep in mind that the pressure 
calculated from Eq. (20) is too high. Therefore, we have also estimated 
the pressures with the equation of state of Ref. [36] and we find, then, 
that the transition pressures are still substantially too low. 
5.4.2. 0-H2 and P-D2 
In contrast with the excitations in р-Нг and 0-D2, the phonons and li­
brone in 0-H2 and P-D2 are close together in energy and mixing between 
these excitations can occur at normal pressure. At very low temperature 
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Table 5: Phonon frequencies (in cm 1 ) in the Pa3 phases at normal pressure. 
o-H2 
P-D2 
T
u 
E
n 
A
a 
T . 
Г. 
Я . 
A« 
T . 
experiment [40] 
(T = 1.3 K) 
62.2 
80.0 
93.0 
57.4 
74.5 
85 
calculated 
this work 
67.9 
68.0 
70.1 
97.0 
59.5 
59.7 
61.3 
86.1 
(T = 0 K ) 
RPA [10] 
78.9 
79.1 
82.9 
115.4 
70.3 
70.5 
73.7 
103.2 
0-H2 and Ρ-Ό2 crystallize in the cubic Pa3 phase (space group 7¿). In 
Table 5 the calculated phonon frequencies of 0-H2 and P-D2 are compared 
with far-infrared measurements of Hardy et al. [41] and with earlier cal-
culations by Mertens and Biem [10]. The calculated phonon frequencies 
are generally in good agreement with the experimental ones, somewhat 
better than those of Mertens and Biem. In the far-infrared measure-
ments only three optical phonon frequencies were found, while group 
theoretical considerations yield four infrared-active phonon modes. From 
both our calculations and those of Mertens and Biem it is clear that the 
splitting between the Tu- and the Eu-phonon is indeed very small. How-
ever, the splitting between the A„-phonon frequency and the T u- and 
Eu-frequencies, which is mainly caused by the quadrupole-quadrupole 
interactions, is much smaller in both calculations (it is only 2 to 3 cm - 1 ) 
than in the experiments (where it is 17.8 and 17.1 c m - 1 for 0-H2 and 
P-D2, respectively). 
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Table 6 Libron frequencies (in cm ' ) in the РаЭ phases at normal pressure 
0-H2 
P-D2 
Eg 
τ* 
Tg 
E
s 
T9 
T, 
experiment [41] 
(T = 1 16 K) 
6 5 
8 2 
113 
9 0 
112 
15 4 
calculated 
this work 
7 7 
10 3 
16 2 
10 7 
14 1 
2 1 9 
(Г = 0 K ) 
RPA [10] 
9 3 
12 5 
210 
12 5 
16 9 
27 8 
In Table 6 the calculated libron frequencies are given together with 
the results of the calculations performed by Mertens and Biem and exper­
imental frequencies from Raman measurements of Hardy et al. [42]. The 
calculated libron frequencies are all somewhat too high, but considerably 
better than those of Mertens and Biem. 
In Fig. 7 the phonon and libron dispersion curves for 0-H2 are plotted 
for the X- and iî-directions in the Bnllouin zone. The librons, which all 
have low frequencies (w 17 cm - 1 ) , only mix with the acoustical phonons 
near the Г-point. The librons show little dispersion. Most of the phonon 
branches are split due to the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction. The 
phonon and libron dispersion curves of Ρ-Ό2 are not given here, because 
they closely resemble those of 0-H2. 
Finally, we have considered the phase transition from the ordered 
cubic P a 3 phase to the orientationally disordered hep phase in 0-H2 and 
P-D2. The disordering temperatures and the free energies of both phases 
have been calculated by the mean field method and displayed in Fig. 8. It 
is well-known [1,2] that the mean field approximation predicts disordering 
temperatures (T — 7.5 К and 6 К for the fee and hep phases, respectively) 
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1 0 0 1 
Fig . 7: Phonon and libron dispersion curves for o-Hj ( P a 3 phase) calculated 
at Г = О К. 
which are considerably too high. The preferential stability of the fee 
lattice for the ordered phase and the hep lattice for the disordered phase 
is nicely illustrated by Fig. 8, but the calculated transition temperature, 
Τ = 6.1 К, is too high by a factor of two (experimentally Τ = 2.8 К for 
o-H2). 
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Fig . 8: Helmholtz free energy of the hep and fee phases of o-Hj from mean 
field calculations. The arrows indicate the disordering temperatures. 
5.5. Conclusions 
Prom the agreement between the results of the lattice dynamics calcula­
tions and the experimental data we can conclude that the об initio poten­
tial of Schäfer and Meyer is a good representation of the anisotropic H2-
H2 interaction. By construction, this potential is a pure pair-potential, 
which does not include any effective three-body interactions, as some of 
the empirical potentials [36,37]. In contrast with other lattice dynamics 
calculations on solid hydrogen [9,10] which replace the real potential by 
an effective one including a Jastrow correction, we have used the bare 
HCP 
FCC 
ordered disordered 
_ i 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 ι I ι ι L 
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intermolecular potential. Thus, we avoid the truncated cluster expan­
sion [31] of the Jastrow factor in the many-particle wave function, which 
has to be made in order to arrive at the effective pair-potential [9,10]. 
We have shown that this is realistic if the wave functions chosen for the 
translational vibrations of the molecules are sufficiently flexible, so that 
they can adapt to the strong anharmonicity of the potential (and thus 
avoid having long overlapping tails). The anharmonic expansion of the 
intermolecular potential in the molecular displacements had to be con­
tinued through sixth order terms. At the т е а л field level the correlation 
between the motions of the molecules is neglected and, therefore, the re­
pulsion is still somewhat overestimated. This can be concluded from the 
root mean square of the translational displacements which is too small, 
from the optimized lattice parameter which is too large and from the 
calculated equation of state which predicts too high pressures. 
At the TDH level the correlation is partly restored. The calculated 
phonon frequencies for both the hexagonal and the cubic phases are in 
good agreement with the experimentally observed frequencies, consider­
ably better than the frequencies calculated by Mcrtens and Biem [10] and 
the frequencies obtained from the displacement-displacement correlation 
function by Klein and Koehler [9]. Only the large observed splitting be­
tween the A
u
-phonon peak and the lower peak in the Po3 spectrum of 
0-H2 and P-D2 cannot be explained. The roton frequency splittings in 
the hexagonal phases match the experiments perfectly. The libron fre­
quencies in the cubic phases are slightly too large; this is probably due to 
the strong correlation between the librational motions of the molecules 
[20] that cannot be fully taken into account at the TDH level. Still, the 
results are better than those calculated by Mertens and Biem [10]. 
In our calculations on the high pressure phase transition in ρ-Ή.2 and 
0-D2 it is demonstrated that the inclusion of rotation-translation coupling 
has only a small influence on the transition volume. The shortening of 
the intramolecular bond length, which changes the quadrupole moment 
and the rotational constant, cannot be neglected in attempts to predict 
the correct transition pressures and volumes. But these effects cannot 
fully account for the high value of the experimental transition pressure. 
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We conclude that mainly three-body interactions and, to some extent, 
the correlation between the molecular motions beyond the TDH model, 
must, be responsible for the remaining discrepancy. 
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Abstract 
For the commensurate (\/3 χ \/3) R 30° phase of p-Hj and 0-D2 on graphite, 
we have calculated the phonon and roton band structures by the time-
dependent Hartree method. A basis of three-dimensional harmonic oscil­
lator functions (up to η = 8 inclusive) is used for the translational vibra­
tions and a basis of spherical harmonics for the weakly hindered rotations. 
The anisotropic potential between the molecules in the adsorbed layer is 
taken from ai mitto calculations. An anisotropic molecule-substrate po­
tential is modeled semi-empirirally. Both potentials are explicitly expanded 
with respect to the molecular displacements, with the inclusion of high anhar-
monic terms, and with respect to their anisotropy. Moreover, the molecule-
substrate potential is Fourier expanded to expose the effects of the surface 
corrugation. The structure of the in-plane phonon band agrees well with 
the data available from inelastic neutron scattering. For the peak that has 
been ascribed previously to the out-of-plane phonon band, we suggest an 
alternative assignment. For the rotons we have derived, both numerically 
and analytically, the dependence of the band structure on the (unknown) 
anisotropy of the molecule-substrate potential. 
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6.1. Introduction 
A subject that has aroused interest recently is the structure and dynamics 
of H2 and D2 layers physisorbed on the basal plane of graphite. A vari­
ety of adsorbed phases and transitions between these phases have been 
identified by means of low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), neutron-
diffraction and specific-heat measurements [1-9]. For the commensurate 
(л/3 x %/3) ИЗО" phase, which occurs up to 1.08 monolayer coverage for 
H2 and up to 1.05 monolayer coverage for D2, at temperatures below 
20 K, the dynamics also has been investigated by inelastic neutron scat­
tering (INS) [10-15]. Although it was not possible to study single crystals 
and thus to measure directly the full two-dimensional phonon disper­
sion curves, ал elegant experimental setup and interpretation allowed 
the determination of phonon frequencies for different points in the two-
dimensional Brillouin zone. 
The motions and stability of these H2 and D2 overlayers on graphite 
are determined by an interplay between the intermolecular interactions in 
the adsorbed layers and the interactions of the adsorbed molecules with 
the periodic substrate. The (\/3 x \/3) i î30o phase can be considered as 
a two-dimensional molecular crystal with a nearest neighbor distance of 
4.26 Á (which is substantially larger than the nearest neighbor distances 
of 3.79 Â and 3.61 Â in bulk hydrogen and deuterium). Because of this 
large lattice spacing and the small masses of H2 and D2 the molecules 
exert large, and probably strongly anhaxmonic, zero-point motions. The 
quantum nature of these systems is most evident from the molecular rota-
tions, however. One expects to find nearly free rotations of the molecules 
in the layers, characterized by quantum numbers j and m. Even values 
of j occur for p-Ha and 0-D2, odd j values for 0-H2 and р-Ог. Due to the 
large rotational energy splittings between different j states, the molecu­
lar rotations are just weakly perturbed by the anisotropic environment 
and weakly coupled by anisotropic intermolecular interactions. So the 
ground state of р-Нг and 0-D2 is orientationally disordered with nearly 
spherical (j = 0) molecules and collective rotational excitations to a j = 2 
roton band. Also 0-H2 and P-D2 are orientationally disordered, except 
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at very low temperatures [16,17] where the j = 1 ground state is split 
into states with m = 0 and m = ± 1 . Most experimental studies [1-15] 
concern these orientationally disordered phases of para-, ortho- or mixed 
(normal) hydrogen and deuterium layers. 
It will be obvious from these considerations that the standard (har­
monic) lattice dynamics method and the classical тоіесгііаг dynamics 
(MD) method which are usually applied to the ordered and disordered 
phases of molecular crystals and, more recently, also to adsorbed lay­
ers, cannot be applied here. Gotlieb and Bruch [18,19] have calculated 
the vibrational ground state of H2 and D2 layers adsorbed on graphite 
by a variational quantum Monte Carlo method. Their vibrational wave 
function was a product of single-molecule functions for the center of mass 
vibrations, multiplied by a Jastrow function to account for the correlation 
between these vibrations. The molecules were assumed to be effectively 
spherical and, thus, to interact via an isotropic pair potential. The cen­
ter of mass vibrations were restricted to be planar, i.e. parallel to the 
graphite surface. Novaco [20] has shown that it is essential to also in­
clude the displacements of the molecules perpendicular to the surface, 
even if one is primarily interested in their vibrations in the parallel direc­
tions. He has calculated the dispersion relations for the in-plane phonons 
in commensurate H2 and D2 layers on graphite by means of the self-
consistent phonon (SCP) method and found the results to be in good 
agreement with the available INS data [10-15]. In this calculation it was 
also assumed that the H2 and D2 molecules are effectively spherical and 
interact via isotropic potentials. This assumption was verified by Novaco 
and Wroblewski [21] who calculated the single-molecule rotational states 
in H2, HD and D2 layers on graphite in the anisotropic field originating 
from the substrate. The anisotropic interactions between the adsorbed 
molecules were neglected, however. 
In the present calculations for commensurate (\/3 χ \/3) i? 30° layers 
of H2 eind D2 on the basal plane of graphite we compute both the in-plane 
and the out-of-plane phonon states, as well as the collective rotational (ro-
ton) states and their coupling to the phonon states (which appears to be 
small indeed). We use the full anisotropic intermolecular potential for 
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hydrogen from ab initio calculations [22,23]. For the molecule-substrate 
interaction we construct an anisotropic model potential which general­
izes the isotropic H2-graphite potential obtained from selective adsorp­
tion measurements [24,25] (in the same way as Novaco and Wroclewski 
did [21]). Phonon, roton, and possibly mixed, states are calculated by 
means of the time-dependent Hartree (TDH) method. Basis functions at 
the first (mean field) level of this calculation are the free rotor functions 
of H2 or D2 (spherical harmonics) and three-dimensional harmonic oscil­
lator functions for the center of mass vibrations of the molecules. This 
TDH method with the same ab initio H2-H2 potential has been applied 
previously to H2 and D2 solids [26]. It was found, even for the smaller 
nearest neighbor separations that occur in these bulk solids, that the use 
of Jastrow functions for the correlation between the center of mass vi­
brations could be avoided if the full anharmonicity of the intermolecular 
potential was included and the harmonic oscillator basis for these center 
of mass vibrations was sufficiently large, so that the wave functions at the 
mean field level could adapt to this anharmonicity. Results are presented 
for commensurate р-Нг and 0-D2 layers on graphite; in a forthcoming 
paper we will discuss results for 0-H2 and р-Вг overlayers. 
6.2. Theory 
6.2.1. The Hamiltonian 
The center of mass positions of the molecules in the adsorbed layer are 
denoted by Гр = Rp + Up, where Äp are the equilibrium positions and up 
the displacements of the molecules p. The orientations of the molecules 
axe described by a set of polar angles u>p. We assume that the motions 
of the molecules in the adsorbed layer are separable from the graphite 
lattice vibrations which have much higher frequencies and small ampli-
tudes. We use a rigid graphite substrate so that the molecule-substrate 
potential Vp for a given molecule ρ depends only on the coordinates Up 
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and ω
ρ
 of that molecule. The pair potential between the molecules within 
the adsorbed layer is denoted by Φρρ'. Many-body interactions, as well 
as substrate-mediated interactions between the adsorbed molecules are 
neglected. Then, the Hamiltonian for the adsorbed layer is given by 
Я = £ T(up) + Σ 1(ωρ) + "£ Vp(up, ωρ) 
Ρ Ρ Ρ 
+ 2 Σ Σ Φ Ρ Ρ ' ( " ΐ " ω Ρ ' UP''ωρ') · 
ρ Ρ'ΦΡ 
It contains the kinetic-energy terms for the translational center of mass 
motions Γ and the rotational motions L of the molecules, the molecule-
substrate potential and the intermolecular potential. 
In the mean field formalism the translational and rotational Hamil-
tonians are given by 
Hj(up) = T(up) + (Vp(up,u,p))L> + J2(*PP'(.uP,"p,uP',"p'))LrL,"T>' 
Ρ'ΪΡ 
(2α) 
Η
ρ
{ω
ρ
) = 1{ω
ρ
) + (V p ( U p ,u p )) T » + ^ ( Ф р р , ( и р , и р , « , / , и у ) ) 2 Т ' ' 7 > 
Ρ'ΦΡ 
(2b) 
where (X)K'' means the thermodynamic average of an operator X over 
the eigenstates of Hp with Κ = Τ or L. From these equations it follows 
that the translational and rotational Hamiltonians axe coupled and we 
have to solve the problem in an iterative way. The translational Hamil­
tonian is diagonalized in a basis of three-dimensional spherical harmonic 
oscillator functions [27]. The bîisis for the rotational Hamiltonian consists 
of tesserai harmonics (real combinations of spherical harmonics). 
The single-molecule eigenstates for the translations and rotations 
can then be used to calculate the collective excitations of the adsorbed 
layer. For this purpose we use the time-dependent Hartree (TDH) method 
[27,28], which, at zero temperature, is equivalent to the random-phase 
(1) 
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approximation (RPA). In the TDH method the excitation energies are 
the eigenvalues of the matrix 
Μ(9) = (*-Γ( 9 ) -P*(Q) ) (3) 
The diagonal matrices χ and Ρ contain the mean field excitation energies 
and the mean field population differences 
ХаогА';а'Ь'г'ЛГ' = ^оа'^Ьб'^'^А'А-'^А' _ £гк) 
Pubi Κ,α'Vi'К· = 6
а
а'6ьЬ'6„і6кК'(Р
г
к - Ρ,κ) 
(4) 
(5) 
-(«) e,°f is the mean field energy of excitation level α of a molecule of sublattice 
i and К = Τ or L. The population of this excitation level is given by 
exp(-ße^) 
ρ « _ 
Е
ь
ехр(-/^) (6) 
with β = (fcT)-1. 
The matrix Φ (g) describes the coupling between the mean field ex­
citations on different molecules, as well as translation-rotation coupling 
ФаЬіК;а'Ыі'К'(я) = 
¿2 еМгЯ • Л.) (ΦΪΜΆ Ι <*ίο..Η-..·})'*·*'"'· \ ^ l l ) 
+s„.sKKÍ Σ Ε (^МРА (φ{ο,.}{-'',,»}> 
η " г" 
+ δ„,δ
ΚΚί
 (φ[αΜκΙ ι v{0,t} ι Ψ?ΜΪΙ) 
г"Кл"К
с ^ t ó : ) 
(7) 
where «/'¡д- is the mean field wave function corresponding with ε ^ , q is 
the wave vector of the collective excitation, η and n" label the unit cells 
and K
c
 is the complement of K. The TDH matrix contains elements 
with Κ φ К'. These elements mix the translations and rotations so that 
the translation-rotation coupling which was neglected in the mean field 
treatment is restored by the TDH method. 
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6.2.2. The intermolecular potential 
The intermolecular potential is written in the form of a spherical expan-
sion 
*p1H(«p,«p,«p.,^)=Çy>i(rpp.)Ç(rJ;i ¿ ¿ ) (8) 
The intermolecular vector is given by TpP> = (Rpi + Upi) — (Rp + Up) and 
Гррі is the unit vector along Тррі. The Raccih spherical harmonics Cm (<*>) 
that describe the orientational dependence of the potential are coupled 
to a scalar function by the summation over m = {mi, πΐ2, шз}, with the 
large parentheses denoting a 3-j symbol [29]. The first summation runs 
over / = {hthih} a n ( i the factors φι(Γρρ>) are the expansion coefficients 
that reflect the anisotropy of the potential. They will be specified in 
Section 6.3. 
A Taylor expansion of the potential can be made in both the molec­
ular displacements Up and Upi, so that the potential becomes explicitly 
dependent on these displacements. This expansion is amply described in 
Refs. [26,27] and the resulting form of the potential looks as follows 
Фрр,(ир,
Ш
р,ир,,Шр,)=^^(и
р
)^С^(ир)С^
і
\Шр)Х
Аі/І2(КррІ) 
Л, Лз 
χ (vr<^>(ûPoc&>(uy), 
(9) 
where Λ stands for the set of indices {α, λ, μ, l, m} and the expression 
for X\l\2(Rpp>) is given in Ref. [26]. The summations over αϊ and аг 
extends to αχ + a>2 < aimax, where a
m a x
 is equal to the order of the 
Taylor expansion in the displacements. An expansion with a
max
 — 2, 
for instance, yields a potential Φρ
ρ
ι which is harmonic in the center of 
mass displacements Up and Upi. In the present calculations we carry this 
expansion much further, see Section 6.3. For the summations over λ and 
μ holds: 0 < A¿ < a, and —λ, < μ, < λ;, where λ,- has the same parity as 
a,. After this expansion we have a potential which is explicitly dependent 
on the displacement coordinates of the molecules and thus easy to use in 
lattice dynamics calculations. 
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6.2.3. The molecule-sub strate potential 
Following previous calculations [20,21], we consider the interaction Vp of 
a molecule ρ with the substrate as a sum of pair interactions between the 
molecule and the individual substrate atoms. The most general form for 
such molecule-atom interactions is, of course, a spherical expansion, i.e. 
a special case of Eq. (8). From selective adsorption measurements [24] 
only the first, isotropic, term in such an expansion is known. As we wish 
to also investigate the effects of the anisotropy in the molecule-substrate 
interaction, we model this interaction by the atom-atom model, which 
contains this anisotropy implicitly. So, we write 
ν
ρ
{υ,
ρ
,ω
ρ
) = Σ ν (| Яр + u p + α{ωρ) - Re |) 
(10) 
+ υ (| Rp + up - α(ωρ) - Re |) 
where the vectors Re denote the positions of the carbon atoms С in the 
substrate and the orientation dependent vectors α(α'ρ) describe the posi­
tions of the hydrogen atoms with respect to the H2 center of mass. Just 
as Novaco and Wroblewski [21] we choose an atom-atom potential v(\r\) 
of the Lennard-Jones type, which is parametrized in such a manner that 
the isotropic component of the resulting molecule-atom potential agrees 
with the isotropic potential from the selective adsorption measurements 
(see Section 6.3.). 
In Ref. [30] it is shown that the atom-atom interactions can be 
summed to an atom-substrate interaction with the aid of an analyti­
cal Fourier transformation. Next, a spherical expansion of the molecule-
substrate interaction can be made to expose its anisotropy explicitly and, 
finally, a molecular-displacement expansion of the spherical expansion is 
used to make the molecule-substrate potential explicitly dependent on the 
displacement coordinates of the molecule [31]. The molecule-substrate 
potential can then be written in the following form: 
р
(и
р
,ш
р
) = Х>л(А
р
)(
и р
ГС(А>(«
р
)С«К) (И) 
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where, again, Λ indicates the set of indices {α, λ, μ, I, m}. The coefficients 
F\(Rp) can be written as a two-dimensional Fourier series 
FA (Яр) = Σ η (5 I zp) exp(ig • r p ) (12) 
with Tp denoting the projection of Rp on the graphite basal plane (the 
ly-plane), so that Rp = Tp + zpez. The vector g is a vector in the 
two-dimensional reciprocal lattice of a substrate layer. 
Analytical expressions for the expansion coefficients F\(g \ Zp) are 
given in Rcf. [31]. The terms with 9 = 0 describe the flat (but anisotropic 
and anharmonic) potential which depends only on the height Zp of the 
molecules above the graphite surface, the terms with g φ 0 contain the 
effects of the surface corrugation. 
6.2.4- Analytical model f or the roton bands 
Due to the large rotational constants of H2 and D2 the rotational ex­
citation (roton) energies are rather large (« 360 c m - 1 for р-Нг and « 
180 c m - 1 for 0-D2). Since the typical excitation energies for the transla-
tional vibrations (phonons) are much lower (see Section 6.4.), one expects 
little mixing between the rotons and the phonons. The dependence of 
the roton band structure on the anisotropy of the intermolecular poten­
tial and of the molecule-substrate potential may be derived analytically. 
Since the latter anisotropy is not known, this will be very useful in the 
interpretation of (future) experimental data. 
After substitution of Eq. (9) for the intermolecular potential and 
Eq. (11) for the molecule-substrate potential into Eq. (2b), we can write 
the rotational mean field Hamiltonian as 
Η£(ω
ρ
) = Цшр) + Σ Flm(Rp)CV\u>p) 
lm 
+ Σ Σ Σ ^Jm1;i2ma(Äpp0C^)K)(C^(u;p0)V 
(13) 
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with 
Flm(Rp) = ]Г Л(ЯР) ((uprC^(ùp))Tp (14) 
αλμ 
and 
XhmiMm2(RPP')= Σ Σ <(«i.) e i C^ l )(ûp))T ' 
αιΑιμι азАгМз (15) 
xXAlAì(Rpp')(Ma2c£\ùp,))Tp' 
For the systems under consideration one can make several approxima-
tions. The only significant terms in the intermolecular potential and in 
the molecule-substrate potential are the terms with Іі,І2 < 2 and I < 2 
(see Section 6.3.). The terms that are relevant for the roton frequencies 
are the anisotropic interactions with Ιχ, I2 or Ι φ 0. Because of the sixfold 
symmetry at the adsorption sites the terms with m φ 0 vanish. In the 
ground state of J5-H2 and 0-D2 the molecules are very nearly in a pure 
j = 0 state. So, the expectation values (Cm (шр)) ' a r e practically zero, 
except for 1 = m = 0. Using all these simplifications we are left with the 
following rotational mean field Hamiltonian: 
HL(u>p) = Β.Ι2(ωρ) + V2 C¡2\u>p) , (16) 
where В is the rotational constant of H2 or D2, J 2 is the molecular total 
angular momentum operator and V2 is the strength of the anisotropic 
crystal field at the adsorption sites 
V2 = F2fi{Rp) + Σ ^2,о,о,о(Ярр') · (17) 
ρ'¿Ρ 
The first contribution to this crystal field originates from the molecule-
substrate interactions, the second term from the anisotropic interactions 
between the molecules in the adsorbed layer. Diagonalizing this Hamil­
tonian in a basis of spherical harmonics Ym {ш
р
) with j = 0 and j = 2, 
we find that only the states with m = 0 are mixed 
V/0) = у 0 ( 0 ) - ¿y0 ( 2 ) 
>(1) = У 0
( 2 )
 + гУо ( 0 ) ( 1 8 ) 
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with the mixing coefficient δ given by 
, 9\/5 V2 
( 2 0 ) 
(19) 
245 В y J 
The corresponding mean field energies are 
(0) ^ ^ _ ^ 2 
245 Б 
The eigenstates V7^2 )^ V"^ 3'! V7^4' a n d '/'('5^ with m ^ 0 are the pure ba­
sis functions Ym with m — ±1 íind τη = ±2 and the corresponding 
eigenvalues are 
e
(2,3)
 = 6 B + 1 2 
2 ( 2 1 ) 
e
(4,5)
 = : 6 i J _ ^ 
7 
The roton frequencies arc the eigenvalues of the TDH matrix in Eq. (3), 
restricted to the pure rotational excitations (0) —• (1), (2), (3), (4), (5). 
We take Τ = 0 К so that the matrix Ρ becomes minus the unit matrix 
and we rewrite the eigenvalue problem for the matrix in Eq. (3) into the 
following eigenvalue equations 
χ
1/2 [χ + 2Ф(д)] x^2x(q) = x(q)n2(q) . (22) 
The diagonal matrix χ is now defined as 
Xaa, = 6aa, ( ε ^ - ε ^ ) , (23) 
and the Fourier transformed anisotropic coupling matrix can be written 
as 
тпіт2гпэ 
x ( ^ І С ^ ^ Е е х р ^ . Л.) (r0-„5C£(fo„))TO 
(24) 
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Here, we have used the fact that all the adsorbed molecules are equiva­
lent. Moreover, we have observed that the anisotropic intermolecular in­
teractions with l\ = I2 = 2 are dominated by the quadrupole-quadrupole 
interactions (Q is the molecular quadrupole moment of H2). The eigen­
value matrix í22{q) obtained by solving Eq. (22) contains the squares of 
the roton frequencies u)a{q) on the diagonal. 
It follows from Eq. (24) that for q = 0 the matrix Φ(ςτ) is diagonal. 
This is related to the sixfold symmetry of the adsorption sites which 
causes only the terms with m^ = 0 to survive. This leads to mi = 
—1712 and, since the mean field states ф^ are characterized by quantum 
numbers τη, we find immediately that Φ(0) is diagonal with elements 
Фі,і(0)= У 
$2,2(0) = Фз,з(0) = - U (25) 
о 
$4,4(0) = Ф5,5(0) = Ì S , 
where S is the two-dimensional quadrupole-quadrupole lattice sum 
S = Q2T,(^Co4)(r0n))ToTn . (26) 
η 
For the optical roton frequencies we obtain from Eq. (22) 
ω β
( 0 ) = [ ( е ^ - eW) ( ε ( α ) - ε™ + 2Φ
β ο
(0))] ^ . (27) 
The crystal field strength u2 from Eq. (17) and the quadrupole-quadrupole 
coupling S are much smaller than the rotational energy splitting 6 5 . In 
very good approximation we find that the roton frequencies are given by 
UJ1(0) = 6B+-S + -V2 + — ~ form = 0 
ο ι z4o r> 
U2^0)=6B-U + ]-v2 + ^-4 form = ±l (28) 
5 7 245 В 
1 2 9 υ? 
ω4,5 0 ) = 6 B + - S - - V 2 + —--£ for m = ± 2 . 5 7 245 В 
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In this approximation the splittings between the roton frequencies for 
q = 0 are additively determined by two contributions: the quadrupole-
quadrupole lattice sum 5 and the effects caused by the crystal field V2. 
For general wave vectors, the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction matrix 
Ф(д) is no longer diagonal but, essentially, we obtain the same additivity. 
The crystal field leads to splittings between the roton subbands of differ­
ent |m|, the quadrupole-quadrupole coupling leads to dispersion of these 
subbands. Degeneracies between the different branches cause avoided 
crossings. Roton bands calculated for different v? will be discussed in 
Section 6.4.. According to Eq. (28) we can directly obtain the strength 
of the anisotropic crystal-field t>2 and, in particular, the unknown contri­
bution F2,o(Rp) of the molecule-substrate interaction from the sphttings 
between the subbands. 
6.3. C o m p u t a t i o n a l aspects 
The intermolecular potential used in our calculations is an ab initio cal­
culated H2-H2 potential of Schäfer and Meyer [22] improved by Schäfer 
and Köhler [23] through a multi-property analysis. This potential is 
represented by a spherical expansion, Eq. (8), with all the anisotropic 
contributions for Іі,І2 < 2. Each expansion coefficient y?/(r) consists of 
dispersion contributions (~ r - 6 , r - 8 and r - 1 0 ) and a short-range con­
tribution which depends exponentially on r. The quadrupole-quadrupole 
interaction (~ r - 5 ) appears in the Іі,І2,Із = 2,2,4 term. This potential 
has been used in lattice dynamics calculations on solid H2 and D2 [26] 
and has proved to yield satisfactory results. 
The modeling of the anisotropic molecule-substrate potential is de­
scribed in Section 6.2.3. Our atom-atom model parameters are fitted 
to the empirical isotropic C-H2 potential determined by selective ad­
sorption measurements [24]. The Lennard-Jones parameters that were 
derived from these measurements arc £c-H2 = 0.3753 kJ/mol and 
tfc-Hj = 2.89 A. We choose the Lennard-Jones parameters for the 
atom-atom C-Η potential so that the isotropic term of the expansion in 
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Eq. (11) (when restricted to only one carbon atom) matches the empiri­
cal isotropic C-H2 potential. Thus, the anisotropic part of the molecule-
substrate potential is determined by the separation of the two hydrogen 
atoms. If we use the experimental bond length of the hydrogen molecule 
(0.7417 Á) the Lennard-Jones parameters for the C-Η interaction are 
а с - н = 2.76 Â and ес-н = 0.2184 kJ/mol. By changing the appar­
ent bond length we can scale the anisotropy, just as done in Ref. [21]. 
With these parameters we find that the isotropic term of the molecule-
substrate potential has a minimum above the centers of the carbon-rings 
at ζ = 2.785 Â. 
In previous lattice dynamics calculations on bulk hydrogen, it was 
shown that, due to the large zero-point motions of the hydrogen molecules, 
the displacement expansion of the potential should not be truncated be-
fore the sixth order terms [26]. Both for the intermolecular and for the 
molecule-substrate potential we have therefore extended the displace-
ment expansion to а
тах
 = 6. The spherical expansion of the molecule-
substrate potential is only extended to l
max
 = 2 because of the weak 
anisotropy of the hydrogen molecules. 
The two-dimensional character of the adsorbed layer causes the trans-
lational motions of the molecules to be strongly anisotropic. The ampli­
tude of the in-plane vibrations turns out to be very different from that 
of the out-of-plane vibration. Therefore, a large basis of spherical har­
monic oscillator functions is needed for the translational motions. With 
harmonic oscillator functions up to n
max
 — 8, which results in a basis 
of 165 functions, the results are well converged. In these spherical har­
monic oscillator functions occurs a scaling parameter A which is used 
to optimize the basis [27]. For a three-dimensional isotropic oscillator 
1 /9 
A = (Mu>/h) ' , where M is the molecular mass and ω the harmonic 
oscillator frequency. In the case of an adsorbed layer, with the in-plane 
frequencies very different from the out-of-plane frequency, we average 
over the three fundamental excitations 
1/2 
, (29) A = 
• { (
e
( l ) _ g«»)
 + (ε(2) _ ε(0)) + ( ε(3) _ £ ( 0 ) ) } 
3ft2 
which yields better convergence with the same number of basis functions. 
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Because of the weakly anisotropic interactions, a small basis of tessera! 
harmonics up to jmax = 2 is sufficient for the calculation of the rotational 
mean field states. 
In all calculations we use 1.42 Â as the nearest neighbor distance be-
tween the carbon atoms within a graphite layer and 3.37 A as the distance 
between the graphite layers. The nearest neighbor spacing between the 
adsorbed molecules in the (y/З χ \/3) Д30 в overlayer then equals 4.26 Â. 
The range of the two-dimensional lattice summation over the intermolec-
ular potential is set at 8.0 Á. From Ref. [31] it is clear that, only for the 
interaction of an adsorbed molecule with the top layer of the graphite 
substrate, the corrugation has to be considered. This is achieved by 
summation over the molecule-atom pair potentials within a range of 30 
Á. The rest of the graphite crystal is taken into account by including 
in Eqs. (11) and (12) the first Fourier term (g = 0) of the interaction 
with the next 10 layers. For the rotational constant of hydrogen we take 
В = 59.06 c m - 1 and for deuterium В = 29.83 c m - 1 . All calculations 
are performed at zero temperature. 
6.4. Results and discussion 
From the single-particle states of the molecules calculated at the mean 
field level, one can derive various quantities, such as the total Helmholtz 
free energy, the translational and rotational energy, and the expectation 
values of the displacements of the molecules. These are listed in Table 1. 
Our first observation is that the vibrationally averaged height (z) 
of the molecules above the graphite surface is substantially greater than 
the height zo = 2.785 Â of the equilibrium positions of the molecules. 
These equilibrium positions are calculated from the isotropic term in the 
molecule-substrate potential and they lie above the centers of the sixfold 
carbon rings. For р-Нг and 0-D2 we find that (u2) = (z) — ZQ equals 
0.178 Â and 0.122 Â, respectively. This reflects the strong anharmonicity 
of the out-of-plane vibrations. Although the choice of origin should be 
irrelevant for a complete basis, we have located the basis functions for 
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Table 1 Helmholtz free energy (F), translational kinetic energy (ET) and average 
displacements (at Г = О К) for commensurate р-Нг and 0-D2 layers on graphite 
T b s work Ref [20] Ref [21] Ref [19] Exper [9] 
4 247 
3 0 2 92 
0 04 0 042 
0 353 0 436 
0-D2 
F (kJ/mol) - 4 438 - 4 717 
ET (kJ/mol) 0 531 
(г) (Â) 2 907 2 9 2 88 
(u2z) - (u , ) 2 (Â2) 0 037 0 04 0 029 
(ul+ul) (Â2) 0 270 0 268 0 328 0 25 
the translational vibrations at height (z) since this appears to yield the 
best converged results for a fixed number of basis functions. 
We observe further a strong anisotropy in the translational vibra-
tions. The root-mean-square amplitude of the in-plane vibrations is al-
most twice as large as the amphtude of the out-of-plane vibrations, both 
for р-Нг and for 0-D2. We find good agreement with the amplitude of 
the in-plane vibrations in 0-D2 which has been determined from neutron 
diffraction intensities [9]. 
The TDH calculations yield the phonon and roton band structure, as 
well as possible mixing between these bands. Since the roton frequencies 
in P-H2 and 0-D2 are considerably higher than the phonon frequencies, 
there is very little mixing, however, and we discuss the phonons and 
the rotons separately. In the calculations of the phonon bands we have 
included 5 excited center of mass vibrations of each molecule: the two 
F (kJ/mol) - 3 963 
Ет (к J/mol) 0 776 
(г) (Â) 2 963 
{и]) - (и
г
у (A 2) 0 053 
(ul+ul) (Â2) 0 345 
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Table 2: Phonon frequencies"^ (in c m - 1 ) . 
This work Ref.[20] Ref.[19] Exper.[ll,15] 
34.1 32.4 27.2 32.9 
25.5 29.3 19.1 
45.7 45.1 40.2 
56.0 58.2 49.6 
107.6 
115.3 (157) 
0-D2 
25.3 25.6 21.7 27.8 
10.5 10.3 6.6 
30.8 30.7 30.8 
34.4 35.0 33.4 
67.7 
71.3 
α) ωο(Ει) is the phonon gap, i.e. the frequency of the El mode at the Г-point 
(space group ρ 6 m m). 
Δω is the band width of the in-plane phonon band. 
ωχ is the frequency of the transversal phonon mode at the Λί-point. 
ωι is the frequency of the longitudinal phonon mode near the K-point. 
ш(Ег) is the frequency of the in-plane two-phonon excitation at the Г-point. 
ω(Αι ) is the frequency of the out-of-plane mode at the Г-point. 
fundamental in-plane vibrations, the fundamental out-of-plane vibration, 
and the two lowest in-plane overtones. The latter were taken into account 
because they appear to be nearly degenerate with the fundamental out-
of-plane mode. Thus, one might expect Fermi resonances between these 
modes which will affect the phonon band structure, except in those points 
of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone where such resonances are forbidden 
u>o(£i) 
Δω 
ωχ 
ш(Е2) 
ω(Λι) 
ωο(.Ει) 
Δω 
ωτ 
ω(Ε2) 
«(Αι) 
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by symmetry (e.g. the Г-point). The following characteristics of the in-
plane phonon band structure have been determined by INS [10-15]: the 
lowest phonon frequency at the Г-point (WQ), the total width of the in-
plane phonon band (Δω), the frequency of the transverse phonon at the 
M-point (ωχ) and the frequency of the longitudinal phonon near the K-
point (w¿). The mode with frequency ωο is an acoustical phonon mode 
(an overall translation of the entire adsorbed layer). The value of и>о 
(often called the phonon gap) is a direct measure for the corrugation 
in the substrate-adsorbed layer potential. The results which we have 
obtained for these quantities are shown in Table 2, together with the 
experimental data and the results available from calculations by Novaco 
et al. [20,21] and by Gottlieb et al. [18,19]. Phonon dispersion curves are 
displayed in Figs. 1 and 2. 
The results from our TDH calculations lie very close to the in-plane 
phonon frequencies from the SCP calculations by Novaco [20]. Appar­
ently these phonon frequencies are determined mainly by the isotropic 
potential. The isotropic term in the molecule-substrate potential is de­
rived from selective adsorption measurements [24], both in our calcula­
tions and in those of Novaco [20]. For the H2-H2 interactions he applies 
a semi-empirical isotropic potential of Silvera and Goldman [32], whereas 
we use an anisotropic ab initio potential [22,23]. Moreover, we include the 
out-of-plane phonons and the rotons, which we find to be well separated 
from the in-plane phonons, however. Our results are in good agreement 
with the experimental data [11]; the dispersion of the in-plane phonons 
is just slightly overestimated. We have also modeled the H2-graphite 
interactions with empirical atom-atom potentials derived from solid hy­
drocarbons [33], but the results appeared to be substantially worse. 
From Figs. 1 and 2 it is obvious that the out-of-plane phonons mix 
with in-plane two-phonon states. The frequencies of the out-of-plane 
phonons are close to the out-of-plane vibrational frequency (122.4 c m - 1 ) 
of a single H2 molecule obtained from selective adsorption measurements 
[24]. The frequency for the out-of-plane mode which was deduced from 
the INS spectrum of р-Нг on graphite [15] is substantially higher, however 
(157 c m - 1 ) . An alternative assignment of the INS spectrum [15] might 
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Fig. 1 Phonon dispersion curves fora р-ТАг monolayer on giaphite, from TDH 
calculations at Τ = 0 К, compared with the experimental values of ωο, шъ and 
ω τ (π) from refs [11,12] (а = 4 26 Ä is the nearest neighbor distance in the 
adsorbed layer) 
be suggested This spectrum contains a strong peak at 118 c m - 1 which 
is due to the ) = 0 —• 1 rotational transition This transition is optically 
forbidden, but it is induced by neutron scattering We think that the out-
of plane phonons (calculated at 115 3 c m - 1 for q = 0) might be hidden 
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90 
80 
70 
10 
out of plane 
+ 
two phonon 
in plane 
4π/3α 
Μ Γ 
2π/φα 
Fig . 2 Phonon dispersion curves for an 0-D2 monolayer on graphite, compared 
with the experimental values of ωο, ωχ, and ωχ (D) from refs [11,12] 
under this peak. (Actually a side peak is observed at 114 c m - 1 . ) The 
broad peak around 157 cm^ 1 should then be assigned, probably, to a 
combination band of the j = 0 —> 1 rotational transitions or the out-of-
plane phonons with the in-plane phonon modes. Such a combination band 
may range from 151 to 170 c m - 1 (4.53 to 5.08 THz) which is consistent 
with the broad peak in the experimental spectrum. If this alternative 
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Fig . 3: Roton dispersion curves for a p-Hj monolayer on graphite, from TDH 
calculations at Τ = 0 К. Solid curves: with f2 from Eq. (17). Dashed curves: 
with иг = 0. 
assignment is not correct, then we would have to conclude that the shift 
in the out-of-plane vibrational frequency from 122 c m - 1 for a single H2 
molecule to 157 c m - 1 for a full H2 monolayer is caused by substrate-
mediated interactions between the molecules in the adsorbed layer. In our 
calculations these interactions have been ignored. It would be surprising, 
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Fig . 4: Roton dispersion curves for an 0-D2 monolayer on graphite. Solid 
curves: with V2 from Eq. (17). Dashed curves: with v^ = 0. 
however, if they affect so strongly the out-of-plane vibrations, while the 
in-plane modes are in good agreement with experiment. Therefore, we 
prefer the first explanation. 
The structure of the roton bands forp-H2 and 0-D2 layers on graphite 
is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Since the anisotropy of the molecule-substrate 
potential is entirely unknown (see Sections 6.2.3. and 6.2.4.), we have 
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Table 3: Optical ( q = 0) roton frequencies (in c m - 1 ) , ob­
tained from the full TDH calculations including phonons, and 
obtained from Eq. (28) with V2 calculated from Eq. (17) and S 
from Eq. (26), see text. 
рбтптп 
Ег 
E1 
Al 
P-H2 
Eq. (28) 
339.0 
363.7 
382.1 
TDH 
339.5 
362.3 
381.2 
0-D2 
Eq. (28) TDH 
165.7 165.4 
192.5 190.1 
214.9 210.6 
varied the strength of this anisotropy by changing the anisotropy param­
eter V2 in the crystal field, see Eqs. (16) and (17). The dashed curves 
are obtained for 1)2 = 0, the solid curves are calculated with the values 
of ^2 (65.1 c m - 1 for P-H2 and 69.9 c m - 1 for 0-D2) that are obtained 
from the anisotropic H2-H2 potential within the layer, in combination 
with the atom-atom model for the H2-substrate interaction (see Section 
6.2.3). The latter values of t>2 are almost certainly overestimated as it 
is known that the atom-atom model overrates the asphericity of the H2 
molecule and it appears from NMR measurements [17] for 0-H2 and р-Вг 
on graphite that V2 is probably rather small. It is obvious that the value 
of г>2, which is dominated by the anisotropy ^2,0 in the molecule-substrate 
interaction, see Eq. (17), has an enormous effect on the roton dispersion 
curves. This effect can be completely understood from the derivation in 
Section 6.2.4. which leads to Eq. (28). One observes nearly parallel shifts 
of the roton subbands when V2 is changed. The shape of these subbands, 
which is primarily determined by the quadrupole-quadrupole interactions 
within the adsorbed layer, is practically not altered, except for avoided 
crossings. 
From Table 3 it appears that the simple formula given by Eq. (28) 
is indeed capable of yielding rather accurate roton frequencies. This 
will be very valuable when these frequencies will be measured, because 
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Eq. (28) allows the direct calculation of V2 from the splittings between 
the (optical) roton frequencies. Experimental data for р-Нг on graphite 
are available [34] from electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). A peak 
has been observed at 379 ± 16 c m - 1 , which agrees in particular with the 
frequency of the calculated optical roton with polarization perpendicular 
to the surface (symmetry Αχ). The resolution of these measurements was 
too low to observe any splittings. Moreover, the selection rules effective 
in EELS might prevent the observation of rotons polarized parallel to the 
surface. 
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Abstract 
Using the H2-H2 potential from ab tnitio calculations and the isotropic Hj -
graphite potential from selective adsorption measurements, we have calcu-
lated the stability and lattice dynamics of 0-H2 and P-D2 monolayers on 
graphite An anisotropic H2-graphite potential weis modeled such that either 
the herringbone or the pinwheel ordering of the adsorbed layers is stable, at 
very low temperature For both these onentationally ordered overlayers we 
have computed the phonon and hbron band structure by the time-dependent 
Hartree method We find small coupling between the translational phonons 
and the librons, which can be well taken into account by renormahsation of 
the appropriate coupling constants In the pinwheel structure, observed for 
0-H2 monolayers by NMR, the differences between the axial and the wheel 
molecules are considerably smaller than in the corresponding structure for 
N2 layers on graphite 
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7.1. Introduction 
The structure and dynamics of molecular layers adsorbed on the basal 
plane of graphite have received much attention recently [1-7]. H2 and 
D2 molecules behave as nearly free quantum rotors, in the bulk as well 
as in the adsorbed layers. In р-Нг and 0-D2 the ground state has j — 0 
and, apart from displaying typical excitations—rotons—, these molecules 
behave mostly like rare gas atoms. In a recent paper [8] wc have calcu­
lated the phonon and roton band structure of р-Нз and 0-D2 monolayers 
on the graphite (0001) surface. In 0-H2 and P-D2 the ground state has 
j = 1 and, due to the possibility of preparing these molecules in spe­
cific substates with m — 0 or m = ± 1 , one may obtain orientational 
order. The substates \jm) have librational amplitudes of about 40 de­
grees, however, and the orientational order in these systems is different 
from the order in other (classical) molecular solids, where the zero-point 
librations are much more localized. In the bulk solids it is found that o-
Ή.2 and P-D2 undergo a phase transition from an orientationally ordered 
cubic P a 3 structure to a disordered hep structure, at Τ = 2.8 К and 
3.8 К, respectively [9]. In layers of 0-H2 and P-D2 adsorbed on graphite 
a similar transition is expected and, indeed, for 0-H2 has been observed 
at Τ = 0.6 К by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [10]. Surprisingly, 
since one would expect it to occur at a higher temperature for P-D2 (as 
it does in the bulk), the transition could not be measured for P-D2 on 
graphite for temperatures as low as 0.3 K. 
A theoretical study of the orientational structure of 0-H2 and p-
D2 on graphite was made by Harris and Berlinski (H&B) [11]. In the 
mean field (MF) approximation they calculated the orientational or­
der and possible phase transitions as a function of the crystal field, of 
the quadrupole-quadrupole coupling constant and of the temperature. 
They found that the orientationally disordered high temperature phase 
has the same (\/3 x •у/З^ЗО" structure as р-Нг and 0-D2 adsorbed on 
graphite. For the low temperature orientationally ordered phase they 
found a variety of possible structures dependent on the crystal field and 
the quadrupole-quadrupole coupling constant. In the present paper we 
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extend this study in several respects. We include the full pair poten­
tial between the H2 or D2 molecules in the adsorbed layer, which con­
tains anisotropic short range and dispersion terms, in addition to the 
quadrupolc-quadrupole interactions. This potential has been obtained 
from ab initio calculations [12] in combination with a multi-property anal­
ysis [13]. We have used it earlier in lattice dynamics calculations for bulk 
H2 and D2 [14] and in the study of р-Нг and 0-D2 layers on graphite [8]. 
We also include explicitly the H2-graphite potential obtained from selec­
tive adsorption measurements [15,16], which is isotropic, but provided by 
us with a variable anisotropic contribution. Knowing these potentials, 
we could vary the height of the adsorbed molecules above the graphite 
surface and take into account, for instance, that in the pinwheel structure 
the height of the axial molecules is different from the height of the wheel 
molecules. Moreover, we have calculated the center of mass vibrations 
of the adsorbed molecules about their equilibrium sites, which yields the 
translational phonon band structure, but also provides a renormalisation 
of the couplings—the crystal field and quadrupole-quadrupole interac­
tions, etc.—which are relevant for the orientational ordering. Finally, we 
have calculated the libron band structure and the possible mixing be­
tween librons and phonons which is induced by the translation-rotation 
coupling. Among the various orientationally ordered structures found 
by H&B [11], we focus on the herringbone structure, which is actually 
observed for N2 monolayers adsorbed on graphite [17], and on the pin-
wheel structure, which is indeed found for 0-H2 monolayers in the NMR 
experiments of Kubik et al. [10]. 
As we have seen already that the rotational motions of 0-H2 and 
P-D2 molecules are quantized with j = 1 and m = 0 or m ± 1, and it 
is known also that their center of mass vibrations are strongly anhar-
monic and involve large zero-point motions, we have used the quantum 
mechanical time-dependent Hartree (TDH) method for the lattice dy­
namics calculations. This method and its application to solid N21 O2, 
H2 and D2 [14,18-21], as well as to adsorbed layers of N2, P-H2 and 0-D2 
[8,22], have been described in several earlier papers. The intermolecu-
lar and molecule-substrate potentials are expanded with respect to the 
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molecular displacements from their equilibrium sites, in the present case 
up to all sixth power terms inclusive. The anisotropy of the potentials is 
expanded in spherical harmonics with I < 2 and the corrugation of the 
molecule-substrate potential in a Fourier series [23]. The single-molecule 
librations and center of mass vibrations are first calculated at the mean 
field level in a basis of spherical harmonics up to j = 3 inclusive and 
a basis of three-dimensional harmonic oscillator functions up to η = 8 
inclusive. At this level the (average) heights of the molecules above the 
surface are optimized by minimisation of the Helmholtz free energy. Next 
we include the coupling between the molecular motions and translation-
rotation coupling by solving the TDH equations [8,22]. In this proce­
dure we have considered two librational excitations and de-excitations 
per molecule and five translational (dc-)excitations. The latter include 
the three fundamental modes, two in-plane and one normal to the surface, 
as well as two in-plane overtones (two-phonon states) which are nearly 
degenerate with the out-of-plane fundamental band. 
7.2. Anisotropy of the molecule-substrate interaction 
It has been mentioned already that the selective adsorption measurements 
[15,16] do not provide information on the anisotropy of the H2-graphite 
potential. So in Ref. [8] we have modeled an anisotropic H2-graphite 
potential by the atom-atom model: an Η-C Lennard-Jones potential was 
chosen such that the isotropic term in the expansion of the H2-C potential 
equals (as closely as possible) the empirical isotropic potential [15]. It 
has been pointed out in Refs. [8] and [24] that the anisotropy of the 
potential thus obtained is probably overestimated. So it was proposed in 
Refs. [8,24] to reduce this anisotropy by reduction of the effective bond 
length of H2 in the atom-atom model, but it was not clear to what extent 
this should be done. 
From the calculations of Н<кВ [11] it appears that the anisotropy of 
the crystal field experienced by the adsorbed 0-H2 or P-D2 molecules is 
critical in determining which of the possible adsorbed phases with differ-
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ent orientational order is actually stable. The full Hamiltonian for pure 
librations can be written as 
Ρ ρ lm , , 
+1 Σ Σ Σ Σ ХІ^ГПЛПРМ^С^М . 
Ρ P'^phmi І2ТП2 
The first term is the rotational kinetic energy of the molecules ρ with polar 
angles u»p = (ΰρ, ψ
ρ
)\ В is their rotational constant (B = 59.06 c m - 1 for 
H2 and 29.83 c m - 1 for D2) and J2 is their total angular momentum oper­
ator. The second term in Eq. (1) originates from the molecule-substrate 
potential and the last term from the intermolecular potential within the 
adsorbed layer. The functions Cm (a>) are Racah spherical harmonics [25] 
and the coupling parameters occurring in the potential terms are defined 
as follows 
Flm(Rp) = Σ ЫПр) ((иР)аС^(йр)) P (2a) 
α λ μ 
xhmi;i2m2(Rpp>) = Σ Σ (w α , ^^ ) (ûP )} τ , , 
α ι λ 1 μ ι arjA^M? 
xA'A l A 2(ÄP p . )(K') a 2^^)(V))T p ' . (2b) 
By Rp we denote the equilibrium position of molecule p, by tip its dis-
placement and by the symbol ( )Tr the (thermal and quantum mechani-
cal) average over the translational vibrations. The vector Äpp' is defined 
as Rp> — Jip. The labels Λ stand for the set of indices {α, Χ, μ, I, m} and 
the coefficients F^Rp) and Xfil\7(Rppi) are the expansion coefficients 
of the complete anisotropic molecule-substrate and molecule-molecule po­
tentials in Ref. [8]. For a given molecule ρ the crystal field term 
£ vlm C« K) (3) 
i m 
in the librational Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) is a true single-particle term 
which does not depend on the orientations u y of other molecules. With 
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the use of CQ (^y ) = 1 we find that 
Vim = Fl
m
(Rp) + Σ Xlm;Oo(Rpp') • (4) 
Considering that the anisotropic potential is restricted to I < 2 (see 
Ref. [18]) and using the sixfold symmetry of the molecular sites around 
the г-axis, which we take as the normal to the surface, we find that the 
anisotropy of the crystal field is determined by a single term: t>2oCo (wp)· 
The crystal field parameter V
c
 of H&B is then given by V
c
 = - | V20 
and we conclude from Eq. (4) that this parameter is determined by the 
molecule-substrate potential as well as by the molecule-molecule poten­
tial. 
What we further need, according to H&B, is the quadrupole-quadru-
pole coupling constant Г = ^ Q 2 r _ 5 , where Q is the quadrupole moment 
of H2 and r is the (instantaneous) intermolecular distance. This con­
stant appears in the expansion coefficients -X^mi^msi-Rpp') of the ab ini­
tio intermolecular potential, see Rcf. [8]. It is concluded in Refs. [8] and 
[14] that the coefficients with Ιχ = fa = 2 are indeed dominated by the 
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction. So it is possible to extract Γ, or in 
fact its vibrational average (Γ), from the lattice dynamics calculations de­
scribed below. Now we can relate the stability of the various orientational 
phases found by H&B as a function of V
c
 /Γ to the unknown strength of 
the anisotropy of the molecule-substrate potential. We should remember 
that the value of this anisotropy F-zoiRp) is the vibrational average from 
Eq. (2a), and that also the intermolecular couplings Xiimi-i2mi(RPpi) 
given by Eq. (2b) are vibrational averages. The latter are determined by 
the ab initio potential. 
In the commensurate monolayers of H2 and D2 on graphite the 
molecules are centered above the sixfold carbon rings [26]. The vibra­
tional averages F2o(Rp) and X; imi;i2m2(Äpp-) are obtained from the 
lattice dynamics calculations on the herringbone structure (cf. Section 
7.3). The values of the intermolecular couplings are (Γ) = 5.0 J/mol and 
Σ μ ' ^ „ X20;Oo(Rpp') = 58 J/mol. In Fig. 1 we have plotted F2o(Rp) as a 
function of the molecular height z. The closed curve is obtained by taking 
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the anisotropy of the molecule-substrate potential from the atom-atom 
model. The horizontal dashed lines mark the regions of stability of the 
different phases calculated by H&B and the vertical arrow indicates the 
calculated equilibrium height (for the 2-in or herringbone structure). It 
is obvious that with this model for the molecule-substrate potential the 
herringbone structure will be stable. The results of the lattice dynamics 
calculations for this phase are given in Section 7.3. 
The NMR data indicate that in reality the pinwheel structure occurs 
for 0-H2 on graphite. This implies that, as expected [8,24], the anisotropy 
F2o{Rp) of the molecule-substrate potential must be much smaller than 
it follows from the atom-atom model, but also that it must be of different 
sign (see Fig. 1). The sign change cannot be obtained by a decrease of 
the effective H2 bond length in the atom-atom model. So, instead, we 
obtain the correct value of the anisotropy function F2o(Rp) by scaling the 
ζ coordinate in this function. A scaling factor of 1.16 yields the dashed 
curve in Fig. 1, which leads to the stability of the pinwheel structure. 
The lattice dynamics calculations on this phase are discussed in Section 
7.4. 
7.3. The herringbone structure 
When we use the anisotropy of the molecule-substrate potential that 
results from the spherical expansion of the atom-atom potential, we find, 
as predicted by Ή.L·B [11], that the adsorbed layer of 0-H2 or P-D2 is 
stable in the herringbone structure. This structure has a rectangular 
unit cell with α = 4.26 Â and b = \/3 χ 4.26 Â. In this cell there are two 
molecules which are related via a glide plane. The two-dimensional space 
group of the adsorbed layer is p2gg. This is the same structure that is 
found for commensurate adsorbed layers of nitrogen on graphite [17]. 
In Table 1 we present the results of the mean field calculations on the 
adsorbed layers of 0-H2 and P-D2. We have included the values for the 
quadrupole-quadrupole coupling constant Г and the crystal field V
c
, av­
eraged over the molecular motions. The quadrupole-quadrupole coupling 
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Fig. 1: Anisotropy F2o(Rp) of the molecule-substrate potential as a function 
of the molecular height z. The horizontal dashed lines mark the regions of 
stability of the different ordered phases according to H&B [11]. The vertical 
arrow indicates the calculated average height (z). 
constant at the equilibrium distance is Γ = 4.30 J/mol. The static values 
for the crystal field taken at the average heights (2) are V
c
 = —186 J/mol 
for 0-H2 and V
c
 = —256 J/mol for р-Вг. It is clear that both quantities in­
crease when the molecular motions are taken into account; for the crystal 
field this effect is dramatic. If we examine the increase of the crystal field 
more closely, we observe that it originates solely from the contribution of 
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Table 1 Mean field results for commensurate o-
H2 and p-Dj Іауегч on graphite in the herringbone 
structure 
zt (Â) •) 
<*) (A) 
σ 
»7 
φ (degrees) 
("ï)1/2 (A) 
(^„)1/2 (Â) 
[(^)-Ы 2] 1 / 2(А) 
EL (kJ/mol) ') 
ET (kJ/mol) " 
E (kJ/mol) 
(Γ) (J/mol) 
(V
e
) (J/mol) 
0-H2 
2 785 
2 928 
-0 562 
1 553 
44 9 
0 415 
0 418 
0 229 
1425 
0 780 
-2 709 
5 13 
-594 
P-D2 
2 785 
2 879 
-0 617 
1 604 
44 9 
0 367 
0 371 
0 193 
0 736 
0 531 
-3 875 
4 96 
-589 
a) equilibrium height calculated from the iso­
tropic potential 
b) zero-point energies of hbration and transla­
tion 
the molecule-substrate potential. The contribution of the intermolecular 
potential to the crystal field slightly decreases when it is averaged over 
the molecular motions. From the average displacements it is clear that 
the potential wells in which the molecules are trapped are much steeper 
m the direction normal to the graphite surface than in the parallel direc­
tions. The normal variations are dominated by the molecule-substrate 
potential, while the parallel variations originate mainly from the inter­
molecular potential in the adsorbed layer. The displacements parallel to 
the graphite substrate are nearly equal, which reflects the small influence 
of the molecular orientations on their translational vibrations, as well as 
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Table 2 TDH frequencies for o-H2 and p-Dj 
monolayers in the herringbone structure for 5 = 0 
(in c m - 1 ) 
р2дд 
Αι 
A2 
B2 
B i 
Βτ 
B i 
Β2 
B i 
Α ϊ 
Л і 
Α
λ 
Αι 
A2 
Αι 
character" > 
І,л 
ь,„ 
¿ o u t + Τ
ι η 
•b-OUt + J in 
L o u t + i n 
-¿-Out H" î i n 
•¿Out "f An 
•¿Out H" i i η 
î o u t 
•¿out 
T 0 u t 
-îout 
J o u t 
•Tout 
0 - H 2 
8 63 
11 1 
3 1 7 
32 2 
44 1 
48 2 
50 7 
59 7 
86 8 
89 9 
107 0 
108 0 
112 8 
116 3 
P-D2 
8 79 
11 3 
24 0 
24 2 
31 5 
34 4 
48 1 
49 7 
55 3 
58 0 
67 0 
67 7 
70 3 
71 7 
a) translational or hbrational (T/L) and in-
plane or out of-plane (in/out) (The out-of-
plane Τ modes are mixed with in-plane two-
phonon states ) 
the near cylindrical symmetry of the molecule-substrate potential. 
From the rotational and translational mean field states we have 
calculated the collective excitations of the adsorbed layer by the TDH 
method. The phonon and libron frequencies in the Г-point of the Bnl-
louin zone are given in Table 2 The full dispersion curves for 0H2 are 
drawn in Fig. 2; those for P-D2 are very similar. Around 10 c m - 1 lies the 
in-plane libron band that shows little dispersion. Between 30 and 60 c m - 1 
for 0-H2 and between 24 and 35 c m - 1 for p-T>2 there is a band with the 
in-plane phonons. For 0-H2 these phonons are mixed with the out-of-
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1 2 0 : 
г Y s x г 
Fig . 2 Phonon and hbron dispersion curves for commensurate 0-H2 monolayers 
on graphite in the herringbone structure, from TDH calculations at Τ = OK. Sym­
metry group р2дд, Brilloum zone points Г = (0,0), X = (ττ/α,Ο), Y = (Ο,π/Ь) 
and 5 = (π/α,π/b) 
plane librone; for р-Вг the out-of-plane libron band lies around 56 c m - 1 . 
An out-of-plane phonon band that mixes with the in-plane two-phonon 
states is found between 85 and 120 c m - 1 for 0-H2 and between 65 and 
72 c m - 1 for Ρ-Ό2. 
Using a quadratic integration scheme developed by Wiesenekker et 
al. [27] for integration over the two-dimensional Brillouin zone, we have 
calculated the density of states for 0-H2 and Ρ-Ώ2 layers. An irreducible 
wedge of the Brillouin zone is partitioned into a number of triangles. For 
the six points that he on the corners and on the midpoints of the sides 
of the triangles we calculate the phonon frequencies. Then, a quadratic 
surface is fitted through these points. The density of states is obtained 
by integration over the contours of constant energy on this surface. The 
convergence of this method proves to be very fast. In our calculations of 
the density of states for the adsorbed layers we used a grid of 225 points 
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Fig. 3: Phonon and libron density of states for commensurate o-Hj monolayers 
in the herringbone structure. 
in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone. Fig. 3 shows the density 
of states for 0-H2 adsorbed in the herringbone structure. The density of 
states for р-Вг layers is very similar, but the out-of-plane libron peak is 
then separated from the in-plane phonon band. 
7.4. The pinwheel structure 
The second structure that we have investigated is the so-called pinwheel 
structure [10,11], In this structure, with space group p6, there are four 
molecules in the unit cell. The "axial" molecules of sublattice 1 are 
oriented perpendicular to the layer, while the "wheel" molecules in sub-
lattices 2, 3 and 4 may lie within the layer or be tilted out of the plane. 
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Table 3 Mean field results for commensurate 0-H2 and р-ОгІауегз 
on graphite in the pinwheel structure 
sublattice 
(*> (A) 
σ 
V 
φ (degrees) 
(ulf* (A) 
K ) 1 / 2 (A) 
[<^)-W2]1 / 2 
EL (kJ/mol) 
ET (kJ/mol) 
£ (kJ/mol) 
(V
c
> (J/mol) 
(Γ) (J/mol) 
(A) 
o-H2 
1 
2 964 
1010 
0 
0 
0 426 
0 426 
0 228 
1413 
0 769 
- 2 58; 
1106 
5 21 
2, 3, 4 
2 957 
- 0 502 
1522 
39 64 
0 426 
0 426 
0 228 
1413 
0 767 
} 
9 31 
^ D 2 
1 
2 922 
1019 
0 
0 
0 380 
0 380 
0 193 
0 714 
0 519 
2 , 3 , 4 
2 914 
- 0 505 
1 543 
39 59 
0 380 
0 380 
0 193 
0 715 
0 518 
- 3 729 
8 17 
5 04 
6 22 
The latter molecules are related by rotations of 120 degrees about the 
¿-axis. The mean field states for sublattice 1 are different from the mean 
field states for the other sublattices and they have to be optimized sepa-
rately, so that, finally, all the mean field solutions are mutually consistent. 
This implies that, for example, (z) and (Vc) for sublattice 1 will differ 
from the values for the other sublattices. We find actually that the wheel 
molecules in sublattices 2, 3 and 4 are parallel to the graphite surface. 
We have also calculated the orientational order parameters σ, η and 
φ which are defined by the following relations [11] 
- I (Co2) 
7 7 е х р [ ± 2 г И = | ^ ( С | 2 ) . 
The mean field results for the pinwheel structure of 0-H2 and р-Вг on 
graphite are given in Table 3. When we look at the mean displacements 
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Table 4: TDH frequencies for 0-H2 and p-Da 
monolayers in the pinwheel structure for q = 0 
(in c m - 1 ) . 
p6 
£ 1 
В 
Εχ 
£ 2 
A 
Ei 
£ 1 
В 
Ει 
В 
A 
E2 
E2 
A 
E2 
A 
Ε
ΐ 
A 
c h a r a c t e r " ' 
•bout 
bout 
¿out 
L» 
£ , . 
T m 
ïîn 
Τ » 
Τ » 
Γ,η 
lout 
3out 
Tout 
Tout 
¿out 
îout 
Tout 
Tout 
o-H2 
1.8 
3.8 
5.5 
6.0 
10.5 
30.6 
43 8 
43.9 
58.6 
58.7 
84.5 
84.6 
85.9 
85.9 
104.8 
110.0 
110.1 
115.3 
P-D2 
1.9 
4.0 
5.3 
5.9 
10.3 
23.1 
29.4 
29.5 
35.0 
34.9 
53.4 
53.3 
54.8 
54.7 
65.2 
67.7 
67.9 
70.5 
a) translational or librational (T/L) and in-pla-
ne or out-of-plane (in/out) (The out-of-plane 
Τ modes are mixed with in-plane two-pho-
non states.) 
and the translational and librational kinetic energies of the molecules, 
we observe that the differences between the molecules of sublattice 1 
and the other molecules are small. The corresponding differences for N2 
monolayers on graphite in the pinwheel structure are much larger [22]. 
Also the difference in the heights (z) of the axial and wheel molecules 
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above the substrate is small, but the difference in the averaged crystal 
field (V
c
) that results from this difference is quite important. Due to the 
scaling of the anisotropy in the molecule-substrate potential, cf. Section 
7.2, the value of (V
c
) is much smaller than for the herringbone structure. 
In all cases the ratio (VC)/(T) lies between 1.2 and 2.2; this agrees with 
the predictions of H&B that for a pinwheel structure this ratio should be 
between —3 and 5. 
For the Г-point the TDH frequencies for the pinwheel structure are 
given in Table 4, both for 0-H2 and for р-Вг. The dispersion curves for o-
H2 are drawn in Fig. 4. With four molecules in the unit cell we now have 
28 different modes for a general point in the Brillouin zone. If these four 
molecules would be equivalent, as they are in the orientationally disor­
dered phase, the Brillouin zone would be four times larger. The M-points 
of the larger zone coincide with the Г-point of the smaller zone belonging 
to the pinwheel structure. This explains the observation that most of 
the translational modes in the Г-point are nearly threefold degenerate. 
The small splitting into a doubly degenerate and a nondegenerate mode 
is related to the orientational order of the molecules. If we compare the 
dispersion curves with those calculated for the herringbone structure, we 
observe that the same bands occur at nearly the same frequencies, ex­
cept for the out-of-plane libron band. The latter is shifted down to about 
10 c m - 1 by the reduction of the anisotropy in the molecule-substrate 
potential. For both 0-H2 and P-D2 all the libron bands now lie below 
10 cm" 1 . 
Fig. 5 displays the density of states for 0-H2 layers in the pinwheel 
structure. The peaks in the libron band are very high, because of the 
small dispersion in this band. The shape of the phonon bands is very 
similar to those in Fig. 3 for the herringbone structure. The shape of 
the in-plane phonon band for Ρ-Ό2 adsorbed on graphite is very similar 
also to the harmonic results for pure translational phonons of Frank et al, 
which were fitted to the inelastic neutron spectra [28]. So, the influence of 
the orientations of the adsorbed molecules on their translational motions 
is indeed small. 
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120 
M Г K M 
Fig . 4: Phonon and libron dispersion curves for commensurate 
0-H2 monolayers on graphite in the pinwheel structure, from TDH 
calculations at Τ = OK. Symmetry group рб, Bnllouin zone points 
Г = (0,0), Κ = (2π/3α,0) and M = (π/2α, π/2α>/3). 
7.5. T h e order-disorder phase t rans i t ion 
Using the pinwheel structure observed [10] for 0-H2 on graphite as the 
ordered structure at 0 K, we have investigated the orientational order 
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Fig . 5: Phonon and libron density of states for commensurate 0-H2 monolayers 
in the pinwheel structure. 
to disorder transition. The transition temperature is deduced from the 
behavior of the order parameters, which are given by Eq. (5). In the 
pinwheel structure the orientations of the molecules of sublattice 1 are 
symmetric around the z-axis and, therefore, only σ is different from zero. 
For the other sublattices η and φ will be different from zero too (see Table 
3). The high temperature, orientationally disordered, phase has the so-
called poro structure, in which all the molecules are equivalent and the 
orientations are distributed symmetrically around the z-axis. Only σ will 
be different from zero in this phase, but it adopts a small value. For 0-H2 
layers adsorbed on graphite the order parameters are given in Fig. 6 as 
functions of the temperature. The order-disorder transition temperature 
is calculated as 3.1 K. For P-D2 the order parameter curves look very 
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Fig . 6: Order parameters for commensurate 0-H2 monolayers on graphite, 
from mean field calculations. The vertical dashed line marks the order-disorder 
phase transition. 
similar and the transition temperature is found to be 3.2 K. If wc express 
these transition temperatures in reduced units: r = kT/(T), we find for 
0-H2 that τ = 4.9 and for Ρ-Ό2 that τ = 5.3, in good agreement with 
H&B [11]. In our case the order parameters are discontinuous at the 
transition temperature, however, which indicates a first order transition, 
while H&B found that the order parameters change continuously at this 
phase transition. 
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7.6. Conclusions 
If we use the anisotropic molecule-substrate potential that results from 
the spherical expansion of a Lennard-Jones atom-atom potential, the cal­
culated structure of adsorbed monolayers of 0-H2 and P-D2 on graphite is 
the herringbone structure. In order to obtain the pinwheel structure ob­
served for 0-H2 on graphite, we had to reduce the value of the anisotropy 
F2o(Rp) of the molecule-substrate potential by a large factor, as well as 
to change its sign. Since the function F2o(Rp) is strongly dependent on 
the height of the molecules above the surface, this can be achieved by a 
slight scaling of the z-coordinate in this function, see Section 7.2. This 
result supports the tentative conclusion in our previous paper [8] that the 
anisotropy in the molecule-substrate potential is largely overestimated by 
the atom-atom model. This conclusion is supported more quantitatively 
by the value of the crystal field parameter V
c
 that Kubik et al. extracted 
from the temperature dependence of the doublet splitting in the NMR 
spectrum of 0-H2 on graphite [10]: V
c
 = 5.4 or 2.5 J/mol. These values 
are close to our values for the pinwheel structure, but totally different 
from the values for the herringbone structure. 
Kubik et al also extracted values for the renormalised quadrupole-
quadrupole coupling constant. The best fit to the NMR spectrum of 
0-H2 is obtained for (Γ) = 1.0 J/mol, to that of р-Вг for (Г) = 4.1 
or 3.7 J/mol. The anomalously small value for 0-H2 is puzzling. If we 
renormalise the quadrupole-quadrupole coupling constant by averaging 
over the translational motions of the molecules, its value becomes larger 
than the rigid lattice value. The effect of the renormalisation is not very 
large, however, 21% for 0-H2 and 17% P-D2, and it does not offer any 
explanation for the anomalously low value of 0-H2. 
The effect of renormalisation on the value of the crystal field pa­
rameter V
c
 is considerably larger. If we use the renormalised values of 
V
c
 and Г, our mean field results are in good agreement with the calcu­
lations of H&B [11]. This demonstrates that the influence of the trans­
lational motions of the molecules on their orientational ordering can be 
fully accounted for by using the renormalised values of V
c
 and Г, instead 
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of the rigid lattice values. Furthermore, it shows that the influence of 
other anisotropic interactions, besides the crystal field and quadrupole-
quadrupole interaction, is small. The transition temperature calculated 
for the order-disorder transition in 0-H2 layers is too high, but this is a 
well known failure of the mean field method. The absence of ordering in 
Ρ-Ό2 layers adsorbed on graphite is still puzzling, however. 
If we compare the results of the translational mean field calculations 
for the herringbone structure, the pinwheel structure and the disordered 
structure formed by ρ-Ή.2 and 0-D2 on graphite [8], we observe that the 
differences are small. The translational kinetic energy and the average 
displacements are nearly the same for all three structures, both for H2 
and for D2. Also the shape of the phonon bands in the density of states 
plots are similar for all these structures. Only the in-plane phonon band 
for the herringbone structure has a different shape, due to its mixing with 
the out-of-plane librons. This proves again that the orientations of the 
molecules have little influence on their translational motions, in contrast 
with the more classical system of N2 on graphite where, one finds a much 
stronger coupling between the librational and translational motions of 
the molecules [22]. 
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8. Summary 
This thesis concerns the dynamics of molecular crystals, bounded by 
Coulomb or Van der Waals interaction, and of adsorbed molecular layers. 
Calculations by two different lattice dynamics methods have been per­
formed on a number of systems. For the solid phases of carbon monox­
ide and sodium nitrite we have applied the harmonic lattice dynamics 
method. This method is not suitable for calculations on hydrogen and 
deuterium crystals and on adsorbed layers of these species. For these 
systems we have used the quantum mechanical time-dependent Hartree 
(TDH) method, in which the molecular motions are expanded in a set of 
basis functions 
In chapter 2 the lattice dynamics of the α-phase of solid CO is dis­
cussed. The intermolecular potential used in these calculations was an 
ab initio potential. This potential was expressed in the form of a spher­
ical expansion and as an atom-atom potential and special attention is 
given to the influence of the representation of the potential on the re­
sults. It has been confirmed experimentally that in CO crystals there is 
a head-tail disorder of the molecules. Therefore, also calculations have 
been performed on structures that are related to the α-phase structure 
by a head-tail flip of some of the molecules. 
The ferroelectric phase of КаМОг is investigated in chapters 3 and 
4. In chapter 3 we have calculated the fundamental phonons, librons and 
vibrons from a semi-empirical atom-atom potential with the molecular 
polarizabilities included by the shell model. The results are compared 
with experimental data obtained by Raman and inelastic neutron scat­
tering and they aie employed for the explanation of laser luminescence 
spectra. In chapter 4 the dynamics of the doubly excited V2 vibration 
in the NaN02 crystal is considered. It is shown that the luminescence 
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lineshape for this bivibron can be explained by assuming a small anhar-
monicity in the internal vibration of the nitrite ions. 
Chapter 5 contains lattice dynamics calculations on solid hydrogen 
and deuterium based on an ab initio intermolecular potential. These 
calculations have been performed in the TDH formalism. It is demon­
strated that the Jastrow correction, which is common in calculations on 
quantum crystals, is not necessary if the basis set for the translational 
lattice vibrations is well chosen. We have also calculated the ordering 
phase transition in р-Нг and 0-D2 at high pressures and the temperature 
dependent order-disorder phase transition in 0-H2 and p-T>2. 
The dynamics of р-Нг and 0-D2 monolayers adsorbed on graphite 
is presented in chapter 6. The molecule-substrate interaction was mod­
elled in first instance by an atom-atom potential and it is shown that this 
results in a potential that is much too anisotropic. The dependence of 
the roton dispersion on the anisotropy of the molecule-substrate poten­
tial is derived explicitly and an alternative interpretation of the inelastic 
neutron scattering spectrum for the phonons is suggested. 
Finally in chapter 7 the structure and the dynamics of 0-H2 and р-Вг 
monolayers on graphite are discussed. Depending on the anisotropy of 
the molecule-substrate potential we find different monolayer structures. If 
this anisotropy is large a herringbone structure is stable, while for smaller 
anisotropy a pinwheel structure is found. For both these structures we 
have computed the phonon and libron spectra. 
9. Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift behandelt de dynamica van moleculaire kristallen, ge-
bonden via coulomb- of vanderwaals-interacties, en van geadsorbeerde 
moleculaire lagen. Met behulp van twee verschillende roosterdynamica 
methoden zijn berekeningen gedaan aan een aantal systemen. Voor de 
vaste fases van koolmonoxide en natriumnitriet hebben we de harmo-
nische roosterdynamica methode gebruikt. Deze methode is niet ge-
schikt voor berekeningen aan waterstof- en deuteriumkristallen en ge-
adsorbeerde lagen van deze stoffen. Voor deze systemen hebben we de 
quantum-mechanische time-dependent Hatree (TDH) methode gebruikt, 
waarin de moleculaire bewegingen worden ontwikkeld in een stelsel ba-
sisfuncties. 
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de roosterdynamica van de a-fase van vast 
CO besproken. De intermoleculaire potentiaal die gebruikt is in deze 
berekeningen is een ab initio potentiaal. Deze potentiaal is uitgedrukt in 
de vorm van een sferische expansie en als een atoom-atoom potentiaal en 
er wordt speciale aandacht geschonken aan de invloed van de representatie 
van de potentiaal op de resultaten. Experimenteel is vastgesteld dat er in 
CO-kristallen een kop-staart wanorde van de moleculen is, daarom zijn 
er ook berekeningen gedaan aan strukturen die gerelateerd zijn aan de 
a-fa.se door een kop-staart inversie van enige moleculen. 
De ferroelectrische fase van NaN02 wordt onderzocht in de hoofd-
stukken 3 en 4. In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we de fundamentele fononen, 
libroncn en vibroncn berekend met een semi-empirische atoom-atoom 
potentiaal waarbij de moleculaire polariseerbaarhcden meegenomen zijn 
met behulp van het shell-model. De resultaten zijn vergeleken met ex-
perimentele gegevens verkregen door Raman en inelastische neutronen 
verstrooiing en ze worden gebruikt voor de interpretatie van laser lumi-
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niscentie spectra. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de dynamica van de dubbel aan­
geslagen ^-vibratie in het NaN02-kristal beschouwd. Aangetoond wordt 
dat de lijnvorm van dit bivibron in luminiscentie verklaard kan worden 
door een kleine anharmoniciteit in de interne vibratie van de nitriet-ionen 
te veronderstellen. 
Hoofdstuk 5 bevat roosterdynamica berekeningen aan vast waterstof 
en deuterium gebaseerd op een ab initio intcrmoleculaire potentiaal. Deze 
berekeningen zijn gedaan in het TDH formalisme. Er wordt aangetoond 
dat de Jastrow-corrcctie, die gebruikelijk is in berekeningen aan quantum­
kristallen, niet nodig is als de basis voor de translationele roostervibraties 
goed gekozen is. We hebben ook de ordenings fase-overgang in р-Нг en 
0-D2 bij hoge druk en de tempcratuursafhankelijke orde-wanorde fase-
overgang in 0-H2 en р-Ог berekend. 
De dynamica van р-Нг- en o-D2-monolagen geadsorbeerd op grafiet 
wordt gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 6. De molecuul-siibstraat interactie is 
in eerste instantie gemodelleerd door een atoom-atoom potentiaal en er 
wordt aangetoond dat dit resulteert in een potentiaal die veel te aniso-
troop is. De afhankelijkheid van de roton-dispersie van de anisotropie 
in de molecuul-substraat potentiaal wordt expliciet afgeleid en een al­
ternatieve interpretatie van het fononspectrum verkregen uit inelcistische 
neutronen verstrooiing wordt gesuggereerd. 
Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk 7 de structuur en dynamica van 0-H2-
en p-D2-monolagen op grafiet besproken. Verschillende monolaagstruc-
turen worden gevonden, afhankelijk van de anisotropie van de molecuul­
substraat potentiaal. Als deze anisotropie groot is, is de herringbone 
structuur stabiel, terwijl voor een kleinere anisotropie een pinwheel struc­
tuur gevonden wordt. Voor beide structuren hebben we de fonon- en 
libronspectra berekend. 
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